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SUMMARY
The first report of WP3 Secondary processing, focused on collecting information from
the consortium members in secondary processing. The WP3 was divided to 5
different groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chemical conversion
Bioprocessing and biotech
Biopolymer processing
Fiber technologies
Other bio-based final products

Partners reported to have very extensive knowledge and tool basis. Expertise area in
the consortium is currently heavily focused on producing intermediate products via
chemical or biochemical processes. In the last two categories, 4. Fiber technologies
and 5. Other bio-based final products, are not as widely covered, although some high
level know-how exists.
All partners have very good domestic co-operation networks between research
organisations, and in most partners have good links to domestic industry. European
research networks are in most cases at good level. However, we should further
strengthen the cooperation, cross-utilisation and awareness of research
infrastructures, and some partners would like to strengthen cooperation with industry.
Most partners have the major part of infrastructure development and investments
funding from national or regional public sources in combination to own investment
funding. Most of the partners have utilised the ERDF (European Regional
Development Fund) funding. In addition, some partners have utilised additional
investment sources, such as industry or foundations.
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1 Introduction
The aim of the ERIFORE is to establish a globally competitive European research
infrastructure in the field of Forest based Bioeconomy.The approach of ERIFORE is
to facilitate through research infrastructure co-operation the development and
commercialization of novel, industrially adaptable and techno-economically viable
solutions that can be derived from a Circular Forest Bioeconomy. These solutions are
founded on value chains ranging from sustainable biomass management, harvesting
and efficient biomass utilization producing the most value added products, enhanced
recycling, and reuse of material through the whole lifecycle. Thus, the future
infrastructure shall comprise shared knowledge platform and educational services,
centralized information management environment, research laboratories with up-todate equipment, versatile characterisation and analytical equipment, modelling and
simulation tools, and extensive selection of pilot plants in the field of biorefinery.
Partners of ERIFORE have complementary research infrastructure for development
of processes for production of chemicals, fuels, fibre products and materials from
renewable biomass utilizing biotechnological, chemical and thermal processing
technologies.
The scope and technical content of research areas and infrastructures in circular
forest biorefinery field can be categorized by many different approaches. In the
ERIFORE project, the division is chosen on steps in the development chain. This
development chain start at: raw material sourcing and availability, over primary
processing of the forest biomass, secondary processing of the biomass components,
ending to the separation and downstream processing technologies (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The technology areas incluled in ERIFORE action.

The work in the WP 1-4 has been devided in 3 tasks:
 the capabilities, facilities, networking and funding sources of the consortium
partners
 the other main European and global research providers in the field of forest
based bioeconomy
 the main R&D needs, drivers and trends in forest based Bioeconomy
In this report (D3.1) the first task, the capabilities, facilities, networking and funding
sources of the consortium partners in the field of forest biomass secondary
processing, will be presented.
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Scope and Objectives

The objective of this study is to evaluate the capabilities, facilities, networking and
funding sources of the ERIFORE consortium partners in the secondary processing.
The sector “secondary processing” converts the intermediate products from primary
processing to final products. There are several different intermediate products which
are produced in primary processing, and here only the most important are listed, and
these are: cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, tall oil, other extractants, syngas and
pyrolysis oil. Also conversion of lignocellulosic based sugars are included to
secondary processing in this WP3. These products can be converted to hundreds of
different final products including pharmaceuticals, food additives, biomimicking
product, surfactants, lubricants, composites, polymers, fiber based products and
fuels.
Secondary processing technologies are divided into 5 different categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chemical conversion
Bioprocessing and biotech
Biopolymer processing
Fiber technologies
Other bio-based final products

These categories are described introductively so that the reader is capable to
understand the following chapters and deliverables about different capabilities and
facilities of the consortium partners. Sub-categories of these processing technologies
are presented in the Figure 2. The introductive chapter aims also to reveal the main
research trends and the main challenges in the field
CHEMICAL
CONVERSIONS

BIOPROCESSING
AND BIOTECH

BIOPOLYMER
PROCESSING

FIBER
TECHNOLOGIES

OTHER HIGH-VALUE
PRODUCTS

Chemical
modification of
polysaccharides

Synthetic biology
and strain
development

Fibre reinforced
polymers and
compounding

Fiber web based
technologies

Pharmaceuticals

Chemical
conversion of
lignin and
pyrolysis oil

Sugar and
lignocellulose
fermentation

Reactive extrusion

Cellulose based
textile fibers

Food additives

Chemical
conversion of
syngas

Special bioreactor
technologies (e.g.
gas fermentation)

Extractive
extrusion

Nano and
microcelluloses

Biomimicking
products

Catalytic
conversion of biobased
intermediates

Enzymatic assisted
conversions

Ultrasound and
microwave
assisted extrusion

Polymerisation of
bio-based
monomers

Special analytical
tools for industrial
biotechnology

Surfactants

Other high-value
products

Figure 2. Subdivision of thematic topics in WP3 Secondary processing.
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Chemical conversion and new catalysts

Chemical conversion is used in secondary processing to turn intermediate products
to different final products. The final product from chemical conversion is often either
liquid, slurry or solid material which typically requires separation and purification
process steps. However, these separation technologies are described mainly in the
WP4 report (D4.1).
Chemical conversion utilizes normally either heterogeneous or homogenous
catalysts. The intermediate product, which is turned into a final product in the reactor,
can be simple or complex. Normally complex molecules utilizes homogenous
catalysts or high-pressures and temperatures, where as simple gaseous intermediate
products utilizes solid heterogenous catalysts especially at high temperatures.
Different catalysts are used to increase reaction kinetics and most of the produced
chemicals are produced in a catalytic environment. Manufacturing, testing, sreening
and evaluation of new catalysts is a main topic especially with heterogenous
catalysts.
Operational temperature range is usually from room temperature up to several
hundreds of degrees celcius. However, some special chemical reactions may require
even sub-zero temperatures. Pressures are normally from ambient pressures up to
hundreds of atmospheres. Higher pressures and higher temperatures makes the
reaction kinetics faster, but increasing temperature and pressure increases normally
investment and operational costs accordingly.
The research in chemical conversion of biobased intermediate products is roughly
devidedable based on product streams of primary processing or further conversion
of intermediate products (such as biobased monomers):
1. Chemical modification of natural polysaccharides (cellulose and
hemicelluloses)
2. Chemical conversion of lignin and pyrolysis oil
3. Chemical conversion of syngas
4. Catalytic conversions of bio-based intemediates (sugars, fats/oils,
extcatibles..)
5. Polymerisation of bio-based monomers

The next following chapters will briefly descripe some of the researched fields of
WP3.
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1.2.1 Chemical conversion of natural polysaccharides (cellulose and
hemicellulose)
Currently, cellulose is mainly converted to paper-products by different physical
conversion units and ligning (black liquor) is converted to heat and power by
combustion. Low value or short fiber cellulose can be converted to mixtures of sugars
and sugars are converted to different product by biochemical conversion in
fermenters. Lignin has thermoplastic properties and it can be converted to physical
plastic products. Deeper conversion of lignin allows aromatic and phenolic compound
production, but the amount of different aromatic and phenolic compounds is
challenging the fractionation process.
Although hemicelluloses represent 15% to 35% of plants and wood, it can be
considered as a very interesting and underexploited source of bio-based building
blocks for the chemistry and polymer industries. The heteropolymer hemicellulose
can be hydrolysed to its many monomers. Acid catalysed conversion of main
monomers such as xylose lead to e. g. furfural, a very versatile building block in
biomass derived chemicals. Another interesting approach is the isolation of oligomers
and short DP hemicelluloses polymers. However, due to its intrinsic role in the cell
wall, the main technological barrier to their use is the difficulty of extracting them with
high purity and without deteriorating the polymer chain.
1.2.2 Chemical conversion of lignin and pyrolysis oil
The macromolecule lignin, no matter whether derived from Organosolv-process or
Kraft pulping (containing sulphur), can be degraded to phenol based monomeric and
oligomeric compounds. The base catalysed degradation thereby cleaves the ether
linkages between the different C9 subunits. The phenolic products (guaiacol, syringol,
catechol and more) can be further used in chemical industry. Currently homogeneous
catalysts, such as hydroxides and carbonates are used producing significant
amounts of waste. An advancement, though currently only in lab scale, is the
development of stable heterogeneous catalysts.
1.2.3 Chemical conversion of syngas
Syngas can be converted to different petrochemical products of which ammonia and
methanol are the most produced products currently in petrochemical industry.
Biobased syngas is still mainly used for direct energy purposes e.g. heat and power.
Syngas conversion research is mainly focused on Fischer-Tropsch diesel, methanol
and dimethyl ether synthesis. An essential step is the purification of syngas from tars
in order to avoid catalyst deactivation and further water-gas shift to adjust the CO-H2
ratio depending on the target products. The main challenge to convert biomass to
syngas, and syngas to products, is the low value of the final products and intense
competition with fossil based industries. Fossil based processes can be larger, due to
large availability of standardized products and good logistics, where as availability of
biomass is restricted and logistics is more complex.
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1.2.4 Catalytic conversion of bio-based intermediates (sugars, fats/oils,
extractibles)
Extractives are molecules which are separated normally during pulping. Tall oil is is
the main extractant product from the current forest based pulping industry. Tall oil is
currently processed to fuels, but also higher value products for the health and
cosmetics market.
1.2.5 Polymerisation of bio-based monomers
Monomers are the building blocks used for obtaining different kinds of polymers
and/or prepolymers. Polymerisation reactions include a variety of chemical reactions
that proceed through step-wise or chain-growth mechanisms, resulting in the
formation of polymeric chains. Depending on the nature of the monomer, this
chemical conversion may consist in free-radical polymerizations, polycondensations,
polyadditions or ring-opening polymerizations, for instance.
Production of bio-based polymers can be based on:
a) Converting naturally occurring biopolymers to processable form, like making
them thermoplastic. An example of this is the family of thermoplastic starches.
b) Modifying naturally existing biopolymers to make them processable (soluble or
thermoplastic) and to adjust their properties to fit end-uses’ requirements.
Cellulose esters and ethers are examples of this category.
c) Bio-based momomer production followed with polymer synthesis. Production
of polyesters, like polylactides, is based on this principle. The monomer is a
fermentation product of C6 or C5 –sugars.

1.3

Biochemical conversion and biotechnology

Biochemical conversion and biotechnology employ enzymatic and whole cell
catalysis for pre-treatment and conversion of lignocellulose feedstocks. A key for this
type of conversion is to identify enzymes and microorganisms that work at the same
conditions (temperature, pH, inhibitor tolerance) to achieve optimal conversion with
the least number of process steps. Consolidated bioprocessing technology, meaning
that enzyme production, cellulose hydrolysis, sugar consumption and product
generation are carried out by one microorganism in a single reactor is not
economically feasible but is currently under research.
1.3.1 Synthetic biology and strain development
Synthetic biology refers to design and engineering of biological systems and living
organisms for purposes of improving applications for industry or biological research.
The subject combines various disciplines such as biotechnology, evolutionary
biology, molecular biology, systems biology, biophysics, computer engineering, and
13
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genetic engineering. A central bottleneck and cost in novel microbial cell factory
establishment is the long development time required. Novel tools of genetic
engineering and modelling combined with high-throughput automated screening have
made construction of new microbial cell factories (such as yeasts and bacteria) can
speed up the process significantly. New metabolic pathways can be introduced to
host strains or the existing ones can be enhanced, enabling use of new raw materials
and carbon sources for production of useful chemicals or biofuels.
1.3.2 Sugar and lignocellulose fermentation
Depending on the pretreatment, the substrates for fermentation are the hexose
sugars glucose derived from cellulose and mannose from hemicellulose, and/or
pentose sugars such as xylose and arabinose derived from hemicellulose. While the
hexoses are easily converted by most microorganisms, special microorganisms are
needed for conversion of pentoses. Co-fermentation of glucose, xylose and
arabinose by engineered bacteria is an alternative, but compromises need to be
made with respect to yield and operating conditions. Typically, there is one reactor for
hexose fermentation and another one for pentose fermentation, if necessary.
Although microbes are available that are able to hydrolyse and ferment cellulose in a
single reactor, efficiency is low, and separate enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation
(SHF) is yet the primary choice. However, metabolic engineering is used to design
microbes that would unite cellulose degradation and biotransformation into biofuels,
chemicals and higher value products.
1.3.3 Special bioreactor technologies (e.g. gas fermentation)
Bioreactors have been widely used for the cultivation of microorganisms or for the
concomitant production of valuable products.Various types of reactors have been
designed to address specific fermentation needs (oxygen transfer, bulk mixing, …) in
industrial biotechnology: stirred tank bioreactors, airlift bioreactors, bubble columns,
packed- or trickle bed reactors, membrane reactors and photobioreactors.
Due to the recent interest in gas fermentation technology, new reactor designs (or
adaptations of classic reactor designs) have emerged. In particular, the focus has
been shifted to the utilization of syngas. Syngas can be used as both a carbon and
energy source for microbial fermentations, which convert it into fuel and chemicals.
Main products include ethanol, butanol, acetic acid, butyric acid, and methane.
Through metabolic engineering of typically acetogenic bacteria, direct formation of
isobutene, isoprene, isobutanol etc. have been produced as well. Despite the major
limitation of gas-liquid mass transfer, major advantages over chemical conversion of
syngas are the operation at lower temperature and pressure, higher reaction
specificity, tolerance of higher sulfur concentrations and flexibility of the CO/H2 ratio.
In gas fermentation, reactor setup is important because the gas-to-liquid mass
transfer is mostly the rate-limiting step and bottle-neck. Besides adaptations of
continuous stirred tank reactors, bubble columns or immobilized cell column reactors,
new designs are focusing on loop reactors. Three types can be distinguished:
14
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Air lift reactors: These have very simple construction and operation. They are
suitable for high gas flow rates and for working with sensitive organisms.



Propeller loop reactors: These are in principle slim stirred tank reactors with a
longitudinal driving propeller-agitator, suitable for high viscous fluids and
small-to-medium size units.



Jet loop reactors: These reactors consist of an external tube with bottom and
head, an inner tube and a nozzle. The reactor is known as an efficient mixer
and good gas-liquid phase contactor.
1.3.4 Enzymatic assisted conversions

Enzymatic processes are applied for hydrolysis of polysaccharides to monomers for
further fermentation, as discussed above. Currently, cellulose is degraded using
commercially available cocktails consisting of different endo- and exoglucanases
originating from thermophilic fungi. Research focusses on finding novel catalysts,
engineering existing ones for increased thermostability, improved kinetics, higher
tolerance for low pH and/or inhibitors etc.
Lignin is mostly considered as recalcitrant for biochemical conversion due to its
complex and variable structure. Pretreatment of lignin may in addition release
inhibitors that affect enzymatic catalysis and fermentation negatively. However, lignin
degradation is going on in nature and both bacterial and fungal enzymes, such as
different peroxidases and laccases are found within metagenomic libraries, and strain
libraries and are characterized with respect to activity at different conditions.
1.3.5 Special analytical tools for industrial biotechnology
Modern analytical tools applied for industrial biotechnological allow monitoring of
bioprocesses both at the intra- and extracellular levels. Continuous monitoring of
nutrients, extracellular metabolites and off gas can be performed with on-line HPLC
or mass spectrometry (MS) enabling controlled feed. Automated sampling systems
can be used to take samples from bioreactors at set intervals to cold bath for instant
quenching of metabolic activity. MS, capillary electrophosesis and NMR can be
applied for analysis intracellular metabolite analysis. Deeper analysis of carbon flux
through the metabolic pathways is needed to analyze the effect of genetic
modifications and to identify bottle-necks in the metabolite flow.
1.4

Fiber technologies
1.4.1 Fiber web based technologies

In fiber web based technologies a uniform web is formed in paper/board machine.
The paper machine has three major components - the base sheet forming section,
the press section and the drying section. After drying paper can be calendered,
15
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coated and finally printed. Unit operation are principally similar for all paper and
board grades from thin tissue papers to heavy paperboards.
Despite of its very common use and long development history, papermaking has
some big limitations. Water-laid process can not handle long fibers of materials
having different density. Process also uses a lot of water. Recently developed new
technology, foam forming, gives exciting opportunities to develop new recyclable and
light weight wood fiber products. It also gives a possibility to decrease raw material
and production costs of current web-like products remarkably compared to recent
technology. This allows manufacturing of compeletely new materials from the same
raw materials that are used in papermaking. Examples of those products include e.g.
biobased nonwoven webs, filters, insulation materials and cushioning materials in
packaging.
1.4.2 Cellulose based textile fibers
Wood cellulose can be used for production of man-made textile fibres. Dissolving
cellulose (Cellulose I) is dissolved and regenerated into textile fibres (Cellulose II)
typically by wet-spinning process. The most common regenerated cellulose fibre is
viscose, production of which is based on derivation of cellulose using carbon
disulphide. Alternative processes of producing fibres from dissolving pulp have been
developed in recent decades. These include commercial lyocell process (by
Lenzing), as well as pilot / lab scale processes such as cellulose carbamate,
Biocelsol and Ioncell. Lyocell and Ioncell processes are based on changing solvent
and using dry-jet-wet-spinning, while carbamate and Biocelsol methods are utilizing
viscose type alkaline water based wet-spinning process, but with more
environmentally friendly chemistry for making cellulose soluble.
1.4.3 Nano and microcelluloses
Nano and microcelluloses are generally manufactured from wood pulps, but annual
plants offer an alternative source. They are manufactured by mechanical treatments,
for example by grinding, homogenization or microfluidisation. During mechanical
treatment, the microfibrils forming the fibre cell wall are separated from each other,
and as a result a viscous gel is formed, consisting of individual nano-scale fibrils with
width generally between 20-40 nm and length of several micrometers. However,
usually the formed material also contains a heterogeneous mixture of micro-scale
fibrils and their aggregates, fibres with variable fibrillation degree and even
unfibrillated fibres.
Chemical and enzymatic treatments can be applied to ease the fibrillation, and thus
decrease the energy needed to achieve adequate fibrillation level. With chemical and
enzymatic pre-treatments, the resulting nanocelluloses are generally more
homogeneous than that formed by mechanical treatment alone and more individual
nanofibrils with smaller width are formed. Common chemical treatments for
preparation of cellulose nanofibrils are TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl)
mediated oxidation and carboxymethylation. Enzymatic pretreatments are often
performed with endoglucananase, which is believed to degrade cellulose from the
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amorphous parts of the cellulose fibrils. Cellulose nanofibril widths of around 3-5 nm
have been achieved by TEMPO mediated oxidation and 5-20 nm by endoglucanase
treatment.
1.5

Other high-value biobased products

Within the processing of wood numerous streams containing hundreds of chemicals
are formed. Isolation, characterisation and testing of these chemicals for either
potential pharmaceuticals, intermediates for high value chemicals or food additives is
an area that is underutilised today. Production of pharmaceuticals and food additives
from forest feed material are not that common. Examples include the pharmaceutical
Paclitaxel (taxol) and the food additive vanillin.
Identification, isolation and the ultimate production of potential pharmaceutical
products will require all disciplines in the ERIFORE consortium to work together.
Complications include variance of feed material causing variance of impurity profiles
of the isolated product. Both up-stream and down-stream processing, including
isolation and purification of the product would have to be tightly controlled. Production
of several high value products would have to be conducted in accordance to Good
Manufacturing Practice (GMP).
1.6

Polymer processing
1.6.1 Fibre reinforced polymers and compounding

Compounding of biobased materials, especially the compounding of different
biopolymers to result in biopolymer blends or the compounding of biopolymers with
different biobased additives have become more and more important in the last years.
The target is to develop new biobased polymer formulations with tailor-made
properties for a variety of applications in different sectors, e.g. packaging, automotive
or furniture industry. The processing is mainly performed using co-rotating twin-screw
extruders (TSE) with the ability to adjust residence time, throughput, shear rate and
thus the resulting material properties.
Similar to biopolymer-blends the development of fibre reinforced biopolymer blend
have been increased in the last decades. The target is to optimize mechanical
properties of biopolymers, especially the tensile strength, Youngs modulus and
impact properties. The mostly used biobased fibres are cellulose fibres, however
natural fibres such as hemp, flax or sisal are typically implemented. Again here, TSE
are commonly used to produce fibre reinforced materials with thermoplastic matrixes.
These materials may be further processed by injection moulding or thermomolding. In
the case of thermosetting matrixes infusion and resin transfer molding (RTM) could
be used.
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1.6.2 Reactive extrusion of biobased materials
Reactive extrusion is continuous, chemical polymer modification of polymer synthesis
in a TSE. It enables polymer-analogous reactions to be carried out with the use of
solvent. It also allows polymer and thus biobased polymers to be further processes,
mixed with other (bio)-polymers (blended) or implemented directly into the
component in an injection moulding process directly after modification.
1.6.3 Extractive extrusion of biobased materials
Stricter legal safety requirements, costumer demand for higher quality products and
the with to use recycled or natural fibre filled polymers have led to an increasd focus
on the emission characteristics of polymer compounds, and increased demand for
emission- and odour-optimized materials. Even in the compounding phase, the
application of optimized melt purification technologies can significantly reduce
emissions from materials and consequently products. All thermoplastic materials
which are suitable for processing in TSE can be purified by this method.
1.6.4 Ultrasound and microwave assisted extrusion of biobased materials
Ultrasound and microvave can be adaped to an TSE process in order to a) improve
dispersion quality of additives, b) introduce locally high amounts of energy in order to
initate reactions. Depending on the materials and final requirements the selection of
the additional energy source, ultrasound or microwave, will be selected.

2 Expertice areas and capabilities
This chapter 2., Expertise areas and capabilities and the following chapter 3.,
Research facilities will explain in detail what the consortium members are able to
research. The 2. Expertise areas and capabilities chapter will focus on skills and work
experience whereas the following chapter, 3. Research facilities, will focus on
equipment and tools. The difference in these chapters is important for Research
Infrastructure (RI), because equipment and tools can be used for many different
purposes as long as the people have the skills and expertise to use them for a
defined application.
Partners were asked to descripe shortly their expertise areas and core-competencies
in secondary processing. As many organization have wide range of different
expertise areas, it was recommended that work will be distributed to people who lead
the expertise area in the field. The following subchapters are divided by different
partner organisations.
2.1

VTT

In the field of chemical conversions VTT has extensive experience on many types of
chemical modifications of wood and agro based biomass components, such as
18
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polysaccharises (cellulose, hemicellulose, starch) and lignin, as well as surface
modification of cellulose fibres. Recently one of the key focus areas has been
chemical modification of cellulose and cellulose fibres utilising special high solid
content techniques. Polymerisation of bio based polymers, such as aliphatic
polyesters, has been one focus area. In addition, VTT has worked long time with
chemical conversion of oils and fats. In the field of catalytic refining of
thermochemically produced compounds VTT has experience on Fisher-Tropsh
synthesis and biobased BTX production. Utilisation of catalysis has also been used
for production routes of biobased platform chemicals. VTT has not focused on
development of catalyst, but rather advanced methods to apply catalysts for the
selected reactions. All these technologies can be studied both in laboratory and pilot
scale, and the development are supported by extensive alanytical capabilities with
special competence is in areas polysaccharide, lignin and pyrolysis oil composition
and structural analystics.
VTT offers comprehensive services and infrastructure for industrial biotechnology
development from biomass pretreatment to bioprocess scale-up. Typical services
offered include production strain engineering and high-throughput screening for
optimal production strains (optionally form culture collection), optimization of
fermentations conditions, pilot scale production and fermentation scale-up. Different
types of fermentations can be performed at VTT including batch, fed-batch and
continuous. As part of the service off-line analysis e.g. for metabolomics, in vivo flux
analysis can be included.
VTT has a long expertise in applied enzymology, especially in the area of
modification and hydrolysis of natural polymers and their fragments. VTT has
developed enzymatic technologies for grain and berry processing, breweries, animal
based proteins and valorisation of various industry sidestreams. In this area VTT has
innovations in enzyme-aided processes adopted in the pulp and paper
manufacturing, for instance the enhancement of paper machine runnability, xylanaseaided bleaching and energy saving.
VTT develops biobased materials, specialfibers, nano/microcellulose materials,
biocomposites, fiber webs and high bulk fibre products and production technologies
for various bio-based products. Our key focus areas in new lignocellulose based
materials are new foam formed fibre web materials and micro/nanocelluloses. A
recent focus area is cellulose based textile fibres produced from either virgin
cellulose or from recycled textiles. We can also help forest and packaging industries
to make their processes more cost effective . In many cases the target is that in the
foreseeable furure the bio-based products will deliver the same performance with half
the raw material compared to the solutions on the market today. We will do this by
developing and combining raw materials, refining processes, and creating design that
maximises the strength of each material used. Biomaterials can replace nonrenewable materials in most sectors and by introducing novel properties to fibrebased products brings business opportunities.
VTT’s polymer and composite processing activities are focused on materials and
process development of bio-polymers, natural fibre reinforced composites,
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functionalized composites and polymer foams. The research includes polymer
synthesis, chemical and physical modification of fibres and nanoparticles as well as
conversion of the materials to composites and composite parts. Special research
focus is on refining of the natural fibres and nanoparticles for improved mechanical
performance and functionality. Additionally valorization of side and waste streams as
well as circular economy are also in the scope the research. The main focus has bee
on lignin modifications and thermoplastic lignin composites, conversion of industrial
side streams e.g. forest to added value materials as well as on plastics recycling.
VTT has done development of food additives and healt promoting food products.
Recently the key focus has been to isolate and concentreate healt promoting betaglucan componets from oat.
2.2

Aalto

Research and education at Aalto University (AALTO) School of Chemical Technology
covers all the relevant fields of the forest bioeconomy: bio-based materials
technology, bioproduct chemistry, biorefineries, clean technologies, forest products
surface chemistry, materials chemistry of cellulose, paper converting and packaging,
printing technology, wood chemistry, wood material science and technology, wood
material technology, biochemistry, bioforest, biohybrid materials, biomolecular
materials, bioprocess engineering, chemical engineering, industrial chemistry,
molecular biotechnology, microbiology, plant design, polymer technology as well as
process control and automation. The focus is in the research of chemicals, fuels, fibre
products and materials from renewable biomass utilizing biotechnical, chemical and
thermal processing technologies.
In the field of bioconversion and biotechnology AALTO has long traditions in studying
and developing lignocellulose based fermentation methods to produce microbial oils,
bio-ethanol and bio-butanol. New production strains are developed by synthetic
biological approaches. Bioreactor optimization and metabolic modelling have been
used in process development. Accumulated experience and ongoing research on
rationally designed novel enzymes, other extremophilic enzymes and hybrid enzymes
is expected to improve biomass conversion and upgrade the variety of fermentation
products, and generate new high-value chemicals and materials from lignocellulosic
biomass. Enzymes have been developed and studied for extreme industrial
conditions. Enzyme selectivity can be harnessed to tailor hemicellulose chemistry,
and generate ideal starting materials for further chemical derivatization and
applications.
Catalytic conversion processes have a key role in the upgrading of lignocellulosic
biomass and biotechnically produced intermediates to value added products. In the
research group of industrial chemistry catalyst research is combined with expertise in
reaction engineering, especially in the conversion of biomass to value added
chemicals and fuel components. Core competence areas are in hydrodeoxygenation
(HDO), hydrogenation, dehydration and reforming processes. Different type of
heterogeneous catalysts have been studied e.g. in dehydration of five carbon sugars
from hemicellulose fraction of lignocellulose in order to produce furfurals and to
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further hydrotreat furfural to value added chemicals. Hydrogenolysis has been utilized
in catalytic valorisation of lignin to produce monoaromatics suitable for jet fuel
components. In addition extensive study on the HDO reactivity of various aliphatic
(esters, carboxylic acids and alcohols) and aromatic (guaiacol and phenol)
oxygenates has been carried out with sulfided catalysts as well as with noble metal
catalysts to improve the chemical and physical properties of biomass-based fuels.
Currently there are also research activities focusing on the production of hydrogen
from dilute biocompound (e.g. higher alcohols) containing water streams on
supported noble metal catalysts as well as on the catalytic cleaning of synthesis gas
from gasification.
The strong background in fundamental research in wood chemistry and structure of
wood, as well as in paper converting processes and in packaging technologies at
AALTO University has laid solid basis for thermal and biomimetic modifications of
wood fibers. Besides the development of efficient valorization routes for lignin and
hemicelluloses, the main emphasis of the Department of Forest Products Technology
is placed on the development of high-quality fiber products from lignocellulose and
cellulose. There is a strong competence in the area of wood material technology and
wood processing at the department. The shift away from traditional papers towards a
new generation of advanded fibre products requires both advances in raw material
and manufacturing technologies. Cellulose nano- and microfibers are thus one of the
core research areas at AALTO in this field. Webs with higher degree of freedom as
well as nanocellulose/mineral composite papers are under research. In respect of
novel manufacturing technologies, there is top expertice at AALTO University and at
Helsinki University in developing a novel solvent consisting of a superbase/acid ion
pair for cellulose spinning. This breakthrough in 2013 revealed excellent spin stability
for cellulose textile fibers resulting in outstanding fiber properties. The mechanical
properties of these Ioncell-fibers reach the highest level known for commercial
regenerated cellulose fibers. There is also great expertise related to modification of
fibre properties with special coatings and printing. Novel coating and printing
solutions together with new material combinations consisting e.g. nanocellulose as a
renewable biomaterial provide additional value for fibre based substrates in e.g.
converting processes and packaging applications.
Synthesis of controlled structures, profound understanding of the structure property
correlations as well as novel processing methods and constructing nature-mimicking
materials enable the development of new polymer, fibre, composite and textile
materials. Biodegradable polymers have been under active reseach since the 90’ies
at AALTO University. Ring-opening polymerization and chain lingking technologies
have been widely used e.g. for lactones enabling tailoring of material properties.
Polymers with tailored molecular architectures and predictable molecular weights can
furthermore be synthesized by applying controlled radical polymerization techniques
such as atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). ATRP has been successfully
utilized in grafting polysaccharides and nanocellulose. In addition, complex
macromolecular structures, functional polymers and polymer conjugates are
produced by the Click chemistry reactions. Within these techniques it is possible to
desing novel amphiphilic water-soluble polymers, which enable self-assembly
structures and modification of natural fibres. Moreover, there are research groups at
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AALTO University having outstanding scientific experience in utilizing biomimetic
approaches and supramolecular interactions to construct totally new kind of materials
from nanocelluloses, such as flexible magnetic aerogels and hybrid composites
based on nanofibrillated cellulose, graphene and genetic engineering of proteins.
Similarly, there is great interest in colloid and surface chemistry approaches and
novel forming technologies. Extensive research has been ongoing to produce
different types of supracolloids from ligno-nanocelluloses, including spherical
particles from lignin and cellulose. Multiphase (dispersions, foams, gels, membranes
and aerogels) and stimuli-responsible systems open new opportunities e.g. for
advanced composites and for drug delivery materials. There is also expertise and
knowledge at Aalto Universtity to utilize 3D additive manufacturing (AM)
technologies, especially fused deposition modelling (FDM) and stereolithography
(SLA), for biopolymers and their composites to create high-resolution 3D products
with customised computer aided design.
2.3

FhG

Fraunhofer is Europes’s largest application-oriented research organization.
Fraunhofer participates to ERIFORE project with two insitutes, Fraunhofer ICT and
Fraunhofer CBP.
In secondary processing of forest based materials, Fraunhofer ICT is specialized in
chemical conversions of materials to chemicals and monomers, subsequently to
polymers and additives and finally to physical products. Fraunhofer ICT is capable to
produce high-value products from biobased materials and cover the whole process
chain from feedstock to finalized chemical or physical product.
Fraunhofer ICT has manufactured several finalized products from different biobased
materials such as: injection molded lignin based thermoplastic products; sugar
conversion to hydroxymethylfurfural and its subsequent processing to polymergrade
furandicarboxylic acid; conversion of vegetable oils and fatty acids, including tall oil,
to polymer grade products; Fraunhofer ICT has also extensive knowledge in lignin
derivatives and their conversion to final chemicals or thermoplastic products.
Core-competencies at Fraunhofer ICT for ERIFORE topics in secondary processing
are: high-pressure chemical conversions, lignin and lignin derivative conversions,
lignin analysis and biopolymer processing.
Over the past few years, biopolymers have attraced increasing attention and are in
high demand, especially in the automotive and furniture as well as in the food and
packaging industry. This growth is due to both to ecomonomical economic factors,
such as the rising prices, and decreasing availability of raw materialsm, and
increasing competitveness of biobased materials compared with common petroleumbased plastics. Together with our partners, Fraunhofer ICT develops new
formulations for the production of tailored biocomposites. A comprehensive selection
of raw materials as well as adaped processing technologies for profile extrusion,
injection moulding and foam technology are central elements in material development
for future products at Fraunhofer ICT.
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Fraunhofer CBP has strong expertise in closing the gap between lab scale
developments and full scale industrial production. Due to the interdisciplinary fields
chemistry, biotechnology and wood science, the CBP provides this know-how over
the entire value chain. This interdisciplinarity is also reflected by the equipment
installed at Fraunhofer CBP.
Core-competencies at Fraunhofer CBP in secondary processing in the field of
chemical conversion are base-catalyzed lignin fragmentation, continuous gas/liquid
or supercritical phase reactions (with homogenous/heterogenous catalyst handling)
and other homogenous and heterogenous catalyzed reactions. Hereby, processes
such as dehydratization of alcohol to olefins, hydrogenation of glucose to sorbitol and
derivatization of lignin can be realized.
In the field of biotechnology the core competences are the up-scale of fermentation
processes based on a fermenter cascade up to a scale of 10 m3. Current issues
include the integrated production of platform chemicals from plant oils by technical
enzymes, the fermentative production of organic solvents (acetone, butanol, ethanol,
isopropanol) from lignocellulose hydrolyzates as well as the process development for
extraction of new technical enzymes. Furthermore, the fermentation technology is
supplemented by a greenhouse and outdoor microalgae cultivation platform. As a
natural and sustainable aquatic source of raw materials, which produces a wide
range of basic chemical substances (e.g. essential fatty acids, vitamins or pigments),
microalgae provide an ideal platform for coupled material/energetic processes.
2.4

SP

SP takes part in the ERIFORE project with its three parts: 1. SP Energy Technology
and Bioeconomy and the subsidiaries 2. SP Processum and 3. SP Process
Development.
In secondary processing, SP has a wide array of competencies. Practical research in
both lab and different types of pilots on chemical and biochemical conversions and
the SP Biorefinery Demo Plant (BDP) where a complete process from raw material to
product can be demonstrated.
The Biorefinery Demo Plant, BDP, was designed to be flexible and can handle a
broad range of biotechnological process concepts. It operates in continuous mode
with the option to recirculate process streams. The plant is operated 24/7 and staffed
with two operators per shift who monitor and control the plant with the help of a
modern control system of commercial plant standard (DeltaVTM). Moreover, the plant
is fully licensed to handle gene modified microorganism, GMM. Pentose fermentation
with genetically modified yeast has been carried out repeatedly.
SP also has several pilots for biogas production e.g. an in-house built containerbased mobile biogas pilot with integrated pretreatment possibilities.
For chemical conversion of lignin SP Piteå has a slurry hydrocracker where lignin
could be processed at high pressures and temperatures.
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When it comes to secondary processing SP also has competences in modelling,
simulation and systems analysis of different product pathways.
Core-competencies at SP for ERIFORE topics in secondary processing are
demonstration of anaerobic (e.g. ethanol) and aerobic (e.g. single cell proteins)
biochemical processes from the sugar platform. Biogas production, including the
design and operation of a mobile pilot plant for biogas production.Chemical
conversion studies on the conversion of lignin by hydrocracking etc. In silico
assessments (i.e. LCA, EIA, PI-studies, TE-analysis) for secondary processing
alternatives. Putting alternatives in a wider perspective, value chain optimization etc.
SP Processum
SP Processum AB started in 2003 and has developed from a technology park in
Örnsköldsvik to a leading biorefinery initiative, both nationally and internationally. The
major parts of the activities concern support and initiatives regarding research and
development in the areas biotechnology, energy technology, inorganic chemistry,
organic chemistry and raw materials with a focus on sustainability
SP Processum has been involved in many projects concerning chemical conversions
of cellulose to optimise the cellulose properties, to suit a given application, from
laboratory scale to pilot scale of up to 50L. SP Processum has had a number of
projects regarding production of chemicals such as ethanol, lactic acid and furan
derivatives from forest biomass. The projects have for example investigated different
pre-treatment methods for wood based biomass to produce an optimised starting
material for production of thesechemicals. Regarding the synthesis of furan
derivatives the main focus on the down stream chemistry has been on synthesis in
continuous mode. Another focus area is hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) where SP
Processum has built a bunker for safe handling of these high pressure and high
temperature reactions. The main research activities in these facilities are directed
towards liquid fuels from forest biomass such as lignin. SP Processum has carried
out numerous chemical conversion on extractives from lignocellulosic biomass. For
example, tall oil and turpentine have been modified to give sustainalbe alternatives to
products which today are used for applications such weed killers, fuels and waxes.
Microorganisms, such as bacteria, yeast, fungi, can be grown in SP Processums pilot
bioreactors. The bioreactors are custom-made for enzymatic hydrolysis of
lignocellulose and fermentation. The 50 litre container is equipped with a powerful
stirrer which enables handling of high viscosity materials. It is very flexible and can be
used in vertical as well as in horizontal position.
Processes present in industrial plants can be optimized and new process solutions
for different types of residual streams can be evaluated. Different types of bacteria,
yeasts or fungi are used for production of biofuels, chemicals, and high protein feed.
SP Processum have several years of experience of converting cellulose and
hemicellulose into monomeric glucose by different types of enzymes and enzyme
cocktails. We have used different types of lignocellulosic materials from both
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agricultural waste streams, i.e. straw, bagasse and corn cobs, and residues from the
forest industry.
The biotech group at SP Processum is specialized in biochemical conversion of
sugars into many different types of end products. Starting material can be either from
agriculture or more commonly from the forest industry in different states of
degradation. The end products from sugars are for example single cell protein, single
cell oil, amino acids, organic acids (lactic acid and acetic acid) and ethanol.
SP Processum also has the expertise to genetically modify different microorganisms
in order to increase production of different enzymes or small molecular products, for
example amino acids.
Production host screening and evaluation of microorganisms with optimal production
of several types of products is carried out continually and there are for example some
microorganisms that can produce single cell protein or single cell oil in the in-house
culture collection. The collection includes a few organisms for production of small
molecules such as amino acids and other organic acids. In-house knowledge and the
culture collection increase continuously.
SP Process Development AB (SPPD)
SP Process Development AB (SPPD) is a subsidiary to SP Tehnical Research
Institutes of Sweden with focus on chemical and pharmaceutical process design and
development for industrial application.
In secondary processing of forest based materials, SPPD is specialized in chemical
conversions of materials to chemicals and monomers, subsequently to polymers and
additives and finally to physical products. SPPD is capable to produce high-value
products from biobased materials and cover the whole process chain from feedstock
to finalized chemical or physical product.
SPPD has manufactured several finalized products from different biobased materials
such as:


Lignin-depolymerization, -deoxygenation, -derivatization etc with downstream
processing design, development and optimization. Sample preparation at up to
8L-scale in batch mode. Facilities allow flexibility with regard to chemistry



Hydrotreatment and hydrodeoxygenation of biomass in batch/flow mode using
established or custom manufactured heterogeneous or homogeneous
catalysts



Catalyst design and manufacture in lab to pilot scale and good contacts with
real industrial catalyst manufacturers/suppliers



Process R&D in the area of pyrolysis oil upgrading and
purification/fractionation
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Hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass process development in lab scale < 0,5L



Cellulose derivatization and sugar platform chemistry like furans from sugars
(however not bioprocess development using living cells – an area for SP
Processum)

Core-competencies at SPPD for ERIFORE topics in secondary processing are:

2.5



High-pressure and temperature chemical conversions, lignin and lignin
derivative conversions, lignin analysis and polymer processing.



Expertise within catalysis and process optimisation through high throughput
screening (100 + reactions per day).



Design and production of high value niche chemicals (for example
pharmaceuticals) under GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) conditions (GMP
Certified).
KTH

Research related to forest resources is of long-term strategic focus at KTH and has a
tradition as being an important research area at KTH, with strong ties to the Swedish
industry. KTH is very well positioned internationally within traditional materials
science, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering and biotechnology. Research
activities are performed based on financing based on excellent science (ERC, etc.)
as well as in close cooperation with industry.
KTH has a strong background in traditional fibre technology (pulp fibres) and
papermaking where research addresses to development of improved products and
processes, specifically towards future packaging materials. Standard tools are
available for this development as well as equipment for studies of sheet-forming
processes under industrial conditions.
With respect to new materials and processes therefore, there is a significant research
effort aimed at the concept of “Wood Nanotechnology”.
Within Wood Nanotechnology research is performed on methods for control of
molecular interactions and phase behaviour in wet biopolymer and nanocellulose
systems: solutions, colloids and fibrous gels. This includes studies of associated
phenomena, which are critical for the successful development of processes for future
manufacturing fibres/filaments, biocomposites and nanomaterials. The research is
based on competences in physical chemistry, fluid mechanics and polymer science.
Research on nanostructural control for improved properties and performance of
cellulose-based nanomaterials and devices is also a part of Wood Nanotechnology.
This includes research aimed at molecular scale understanding to address moisture
sensitivity and improve mechanical performance. The research is based on classical
methods from materials science combined with activities exemplified by molecular
dynamics modelling, NMR spectroscopy, polymer synthesis and molecular biology.
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SINTEF

SINTEF is active in all relevant chemical and biochemical conversion routes, in
addition to production of advanced materials. The entire value chain from biomass
pre-treatment, fractionation, conversion, functionalization and applications is covered.
The work in chemical conversion includes polymer processing, production and testing
of composites as well as various routes from sugar, cellulose and lignin monomers to
value added chemicals. SINTEF operates at multiscales including theoretical
chemistry, kinetics, experimental work from micro- via lab and bench to small pilot
scale. Recent examples are catalysts from lignin depolymerization, cellulose
degradation, sugar dehydration, sulphur free pyrolysis and oil hydrotreating catalysts.
Another main focus is the screening of catalysts and process conditions using
various in-house built high throughput batch/continuous units and analysis systems.
Core competences of SINTEF are the development of new compact process routes
including kinetics, mass and heat transfer, fluid dynamics, process design,
economics and LCA. Regarding fiber technology and development of new advanced
materials, SINTEF has performed pioneer research in the field of surface modification
of cellulose nanofibers to introduce different functionalities.
In the field of bioconversion and biotechnology, SINTEF is active in the development
of new catalysts and reactor concepts for biobased conversion. SINTEF has high
competence in metabolic engineering, strain development, as well as enzyme
discovery and optimization. Enzyme mutant libraries have also been established
aiming to identify optimized enzyme variants for bioconversion of different
lignocellulose fractions. SINTEF has strong expertise in screening, testing and
heterologous production of new enzymes, as well as rapid analysis of complex
reaction mixtures. SINTEF offers capabilities in performing bioctalayst (microorganisms and enzymes) screening in HTS format, as well as process development
in in bioreactors ranging from 0.5-300 L.
With respect to fermentation products, in addition to enzymes, SINTEF has expertise
in the production of fuels (ethanol, butanol), food additives such as amino acids and
polyunsaturated fatty acids, biopolymers, and biopharmaceuticals such as antibiotics,
recombinant therapeutic proteins, and vaccines .
2.7

FCBA

FCBA has relevant experience in producing, characterizing and modifying wood
components, in the frame of the InTechFibres partnership with CTP (French
Technical Center for Pulp and Paper). Thanks to the pulping and bleaching facilities
ranging from grams to hundred kilograms, commercial or home-made different
grades of cellulose can be derivatized by different routes, in particular cationization,
carboxymethylation, carboxylation (by TEMPO-mediated oxidation), and alkynation.
The convertion of cellulosic (or cellulosic-rich fractions) into sugars by acidic or
enzymatic hydrolysis followed by convertion of the glucose into chemical platforms by
homogenous or hegerogeneous catalysis is also a topic of interest for FCBA.
Hemicelluloses valorization has become one of the most important topics in R&D at
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FCBA. The possibility of pre-extracting hemicelluloses prior to kraft pulping has been
investigated for various wood species and under several extraction conditions . Not
only different grades of hemicelluloses are obtained depending on the extraction
conditions, but a detailed mass balance revealed that only a maximum of 1/3 is
presented as hemicelluloses having a sufficient molecular mass to be recovered by
precipitation and can be valorized as such. Therefore FCBA InTechFibres works in
two approaches of valorisation of hemicelluloses. For oligomers and polymers-like
fractions, new amphiphilic materials by combining hemicellulosic oligomers and fatty
acids derivatives have been produced by click chemistry. For the low molecular
fractions, the approach is to convert everyting to monosugars by acidic or enzymatic
hydrolysis then to converte them into chemical platforms by homogenous or
hegerogeneous catalysis. This also includes other non-cellulosic and nonhemicellulosic sugars. These topics have been essentially conducted in partnership
with universitivies or other research centers, mainly through PhD thesis and postdocs.
About lignin, FCBA has developed in cooperation with CTP a platform for producing
high purity lignin from Kraft black liquor. Up to 10 kg of lignin reaching 96-97 % purity
can be produced per each batch. Among the different ways of valorising this lignin,
FCBA has worked, in collaborative projects, on the heterogenous catalytic conversion
into phenolic compounds or on the production of low cost carbon fibers. This work
has also been conducted in partnership with universitivies or other research centers
through PhD thesis.
Core-competencies at FCBA for ERIFORE topics in secondary processing are:

2.8



Extraction and characterisation of wood components such as cellulose,
hemicelluloses and lignin.



Chemical modification of the mentioned wood compounds in homogenous or
heterogeous conditions (including catalytical patyways).



Production of chemical intermediates from sugars issued from hydrolysis of
celluloses and/or hemicelluloses by homogenous or heterogeneous catalysis
(in cooperation with universities or other research centers).

INRA

In secondary processing, INRA has strong competence in biochemichal processing,
strain screening, polymer engineering and fiber-based materials. Those
competencies are gathered in the division for Science and Process Engineering of
Agricultural Products (INRA-SEPIA) located in 4 main locations in France (Toulouse,
Montpellier, Marseille and Nantes).
The following national R&D infrastructures and platforms coordinated by INRA can
contribute potentially to the development of the ERIFORE initiative regarding:
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Biochemical conversion


Toulouse White Biotechnologies (TWB - Toulouse), which is is a pre-industrial
demonstrator that supports the development of innovative biological tools
(enzymes, microorganisms, microbial consortia), thus opening new avenues
for the production of chemical molecules, biopolymers, biomaterials and
biofuels based on the use of renewable carbon.

Strain screenin


The screening platform of the Fungal Biodiversity and Biotechnology
Laboratory (BBF), a joint research unit of INRA in Marseille



The Genotoul – ICEO platform of LISBP, a joint research unit of INRA
specialized in biocatalysis, microbiology and biochemical engineering in
Toulouse

Polymer engineering


The AGROMAT project dedicated to pure research as well as the industrial
development of plastic biopolymers and biocomposites. This project is
supported by the Laboratory of Agro-Industrial Chemistry (LCA – Toulouse)

Fiber based materials

2.9

The Biopolymers Interactions Assemblies (BIA) unit of INRA in Nantes, which
design bio-based composite materials
Tecnalia

In the field of Chemical Technology Tecnalia has a large experience in the synthesis
of biomass derived chemicals starting from two platforms chemicals: glycerol and
sugars. Thus, catalytic transesterifications, alkaline hydrothermal conversions,
carbonylations using CO2 as a reactant, decarboxylations, oxidations,
electroreductions, and ring opening polymerizations have been used for synthesizing
chemicals such as, e.g., glicerol carbonate, glycidol, oxalic acid, glyoxylic acid, lactic
acid, and glycerol-carbonate and glycidol derived polyglycerols (useful, e.g., in
polyurethane synthesis) starting from biodiesel-derived glycerol previously purified by
a proprietary technology involving electrodialysis. On the other hand, the same
synthetic technologies along with fermentations, Baeyer-Villiger oxidations, and
catalytic dehydrations and hydrogenations, has been used for obtaining chemicals
such as, e.g., levulinic acid, succinic acid, oxalic acid, isosorbide bis(metil carbonate)
useful for synthesizing polycarbonates and polycarbonate-polyurethanes, acetoin,
2,3-butanediol, methyl ethyl ketone, 2 –butanol and 1,3-butadiene from sugars.
Recently, a new research activity has been undertaken for synthesizing fuels from
sugar-derived ketones.
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Likewise, Tecnalia has an notable expertise in the synthesis of NIPU (non-isocyanate
polyurethanes) starting from both biobased cyclic organic carbonates and diols
obtained from both glycerol, sugars and vegetable oils, including the manufacturing
of the intermediate monomers. Currently, two NIPU based on diols obtained by
fermentation are being developed for coating and adhesives applications.Recently, a
new key focus area has been opened related to lignin conversions. Tecnalia has
acquired experience in alkaline depolymerisation of lignin and has begun a research
line devoted to chemical modification of lignin for obtaining ion exchangers, acidic
catalysts, flocculants (taking at the same time advantage of the long experience of
Tecnalia in this field related to manufacturing of acrylamide-derived anionic and
cationic flocculants by inverse microemulsion polimerisation) and biocides.
In the field of industrial biotechnology, Tecnalia offers expertise, equipment and
facilities for the development of processes of bioproduct production, from renewable
feedstocks to final product. Processes include media development, fermentation and
product purification. Media development for cost effective fermentations include the
use of agro-food byproducts. Development of fermentation processes includes
optimization of fermentation conditions, improvement of microbial strains, scale-up
and pilot scale fermentations. Different analytical techniques are also available for
product quantification.
Regarding polymer processing, TECNALIA has a broad experience in the field of
polymers and composite processing for different applications (construction,
automotive industry,…). A variety of techniques for thermoplastic and thermosetting
materials, such as extrusion, injection molding, thermomolding or infusion, among
others, are used.
2.10 Wood K Plus
In secondary processing Wood k plus is specialized in biotechnological conversion of
lignocellulosic waste streams into platform chemicals or biopolymers as well as in
generation of composites from renewable resources - both thermoplastic as well as
thermoset polymers are used as matrices. As reinforcements, natural fibres and
wood, but also inorganic and synthetic fibres and fillers, respectively, are employed.
Numerous different products can be made from those composites via processes like
extrusion, injection moulding or 3D-printing
Core-competencies at Wood k plus for ERIFORE topics in secondary processing are:
sugar conversions, cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin analysis as well as polymer
processing
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2.11 LSIWC
In secondary processing, develop of knowledge- based, environmentally friendly lowwaste technologies for obtaining competitive materials and products from wood and
other waste biomass. Biomass conversion and development of biorefinery systems,
using steam explosion autohydrolysis, thermochemical activation, hydrolysis and
pyrolysis processes for obtaining carbon sorbents and supercapacitors with higly
developed specific surface, multifunctional organic-inorganic hybrid materials and
polycomplexes, “green chemistry” niche and high tonnage added value products,
acetid acid, betulin, furfural, levoglucosan etc. Granulation and combustion
processes of different types of biomass processing waste. Lignin isolated as a source
of antioxidants for different products/materials. Lignin obtained by the biorefinery
technology as macromonomer building block for production of polyurethan rigid
foams. New wood-plastic composites based on recycled polypropylene, purposeful
functionalization of wood by-products. Fiber and film materials from cellulose and
hemicelluloses. Polyurethane coatings and rigid foams from renewable raw materials.
Design of the cryogenic insulation materials. Also we have electrospinning
technology for medicine. Environmentally friendly and efficient agents and processes
for upgrading wood materials durability and fire-resistance.
Core-competencies at LSIWC for ERIFORE topics in secondary processing are high
pressure biomass conversion by steam explosion autohydrolysis technology process
for chemicals and self binding/binderless fibers composite materials. Bio-polyol
synthesis, PUR foams for aerospace, electrospun technology, lignin chemistry,
lignocellulosic biomass pretreatment technologies, special technology for furfural
production.

2.12 PPIMC
In secondary processing of forest based materials, PPIMC is specialized in chemical
and biochemical conversion of cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin. Some of these
compounds are used to obtain new added value materials.
Core-competencies at PPIMC for ERIFORE topics in secondary processing are:
chemical and biochemical conversion; cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin
modification; advanced physico-chemical analysis of materials; polymer processing
and characterization.

2.13 BBEPP
In secondary processing of forest derived materials, Bio Base Europe Pilot Plant is
specialized in biochemical conversion technologies of cellulose, hemicellulose and
lignin rich streams, as well as gaseous substrates. Both fermentation and biocatalysis
(enzymatic, whole cell biocatalysis, immobilized enzymes) are commonly used to
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perform bioconversions or hydrolyze (hemi)cellulosic biomass into fermentable
sugars.
BBEPP has built up a significant expertise on (syn)gas fermentation and cultivation of
acetogenic bacteria. This enables the utilization of various CO/CO2/H2 ratios for the
production of both high-end and bulk chemicals with engineered strains. In addition,
fermentation scale-up is another core competence of BBEPP, which ranges from 7 L
(lab-scale) to 2x15000 L (pilot-scale).

2.14 Summary of expertises
Partners reported wide range of different expertises in all expertise fields which were
divided to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chemical conversion
Bioprocessing and biotech
Biopolymer processing
Fiber technologies
Other bio-based final products

Within the ERIFORE consortium the most available expertise and capabilitiesin these
categories were found to be in the first three groups 1. Chemical conversion, 2.
Bioprocessing and biotech, and 3. Biopolymerprocessing. In the last two categories,
4. Fiber technologies and 5. Other bio-based final products, are not as widely
available, although some high level know-how exists.
It is typical that the consortium members have often good level of capabilities rather
widely in the field, and very narrow but sharp spearheads in expertise was not that
easy to find. This is likely a rather common case in this research field: the key actors
at national level need a multi-dicplinary expertise. However, the ERIFORE
consortium has some top level capabilities at European level: industrial
biotechnology, chemical and thermochemical conversions, some specific areas of
biomaterials, and in the scale-up and piloting.
In order to better balance the experise throughout the biobased value chain, more
emphasis could be put on 4. Fiber technologies and 5. Other bio-based final. Now the
consortium is heavily focused on intermediate products.
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3 Research facilities
Partners were asked to report and list their available tools and facilities. It was asked
that partners focus on main or unique facilities and keep their facility descriptions
short.
3.1

VTT

VTT has invested systematically over the last decades to both laboratory and pilot
scale research infrastructure for most of the technologies relevant to secondary
processing of biomass based components. The research facilities for chemical and
biochemical conversions are located mostly at VTT’s main location at Espoo, but
especially in the field of biobased materials the facilities are also at two other VTT
locations in Finland: Jyväskylä and Tampere.
3.1.1 Chemical conversion
VTT has very good selection reactors for chemical synthesis, modification and
polymerization, starting from laboratory scale glassware to almost 2 m2 pilot scale
pressure reactor. The chemical conversion reactors are supplemented with versatile
separation units at laboratory and pilot scale as well as advanced analytical
equipment.
Laboratory and bench scale batch or semi-batch reactors are 0,5-10 dm3 size with
pressure range from vacuum to 300 bar and temperature between -20 to +500 C.
The reactor selection contains several high pressure reactors of 0,5…2 dm 3. As
specialty there is a 2 dm3 reactor made from Hastelloy steel and a 10 dm3 reactor up
to 300 bar and 500 C. In addition, VTT a special reactor designed for high solid
content reactions or polycondensations (Juchheim).
For testing of catalytic conversions VTT is equipped with several well instrumented
plug flow reactors for catalyst sample sized 1-100 cm3 sample size, pressures of 1150 bar, temperatures 300 - 1200 °C and flow 1 - 15 dm3n/min. These can be used
for various catalytic reactions including for example hydrogenation reactions and FT
synthesis. In addition, there are smaller scale microchannel and micro activity tester
reactors available.
To determine reaction heat parameters VTT has two reaction calorimeter systems
(Mettler Toledo) capable for studies at high pressures and temperatures (up to 100
bar and 250 C). One calorimeter is equipped with NIR-probe for on-line composition
follow-up.
Process chemistry pilot plants are today at two locations close to Helsinki. The pilot
plants are characterized by a combination of relatively large multi-purpose pilot scale
reactors integrated to versatile downstream processing units. Multiple-purpose
concept means that in addition to various scale-up purposes, pilots can offer services
for custom production of specialty products. The key specialty equipment
differentiating from most of publicly available pilots are: relatively large multi-purpose
pressure reactors (up to 2 m3 and 50 bar), high solid content and dry processing
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tools, versatile pilot-scale separation units and Ex-classified equipment and pilot
halls.

Figure 3. VTT process chemistry ATEX-pilot hall

The somewhat more detailed equipment list of VTT’s chemical pilot is below:
• Multi-purpose stainless steel reactors, 400 -1800 dm3
• Multi-purpose glass lined reactors, 60, 160 and 500 dm3
• Smaller steel and glass reactors, 2 - 10 dm3
• Lödige/Drais all-in-one reactors/dryers: 5, 100, 130, 250, 600 dm3
• Powder dry mixing unit, grinders
• Separation units: decanter centrifuges, separators
• Filters: rotary vacuum filter, frame filter, membrane filtration units
• Dryers: vacuum contact and spray dryers
• Falling film evaporators, distillations
• Fixed bed hot water or solvent extractor (30 bar, 250 dm 3)
• Counter current extraction unit (glass columns)
• Tubular polymerisation reactor
More information is available from: http://www.vttresearch.com/services/businessessentials/pilot-plants-and-r-d-infra/bio-and-chemical-technologies/chemical-pilots .
3.1.2 Biochemical conversion
VTT has over 60 bioreactors for parallel strain evaluations, process optimization and
process scale up. Over 30 on-line/at-line/off-line analytical instruments are available
for measurement of various compounds at different throughputs. In addition VTT has
a large selection of instruments for biomass separation and product purification.
VTT´s robotic system allows high-throughput screening of large number of
transformed micro-organisms (yeast or bacteria), culture conditions or enzymes. The
automatic liquid handling system can handle roughly 3500 cultures per week
combined with on-line analysis e.g for glucose, OD and several end products by
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absorbance or fluorescence based assays. In additional there is a number of at-line
analysis available e.g. for label-free MS, HPLC, UPLC, CE, NMR allowing analysis of
wide range of compounds to be used for off-line fermentation analysis (e.g. carbon
metabolites, lipidomics, secondary metabolites, in vivo flux analysis)
The main research areas supported by the infrastructure are production host genetic
engineering, high-throughput selection and testing of production strains, strain
physiology, evolutionary adaptation as well as bioprocess optimization, upscaling and
piloting of microbial fermentations (batch, fed-batch, continuous). VTT has a wide
experience in designing and implementation of enzymatic process steps. Supporting
services include bioinformatics and modelling tools. The possible host organisms
include yeasts, bacteria, algae, cyanobacteria, plant cells and filamentous fungi.
Industrial biotechnology related infrastructure includes








Parallel small scale bioreactor systems for strain evaluation, 0.2 L – 1.0L
Up- and downstream process optimization, 2 L – 20 L
Fully equipped pilot plant from 30 L to 1200 L.
Automated robotic screening system able to handle >4000 cultures/week
combined with on-line analysis e.g for glucose, OD and several end products.
New types of bioreactors developed at VTT, disposable wave bioreactors, high
consistency reactor, MES reactor
Downstream processing equipment, high pressure homogenizer, drum filter,
continuous separator, press filter, pressure-based cell lysis, micro- and
ultrafiltration.
Drying or concentration of slurries and solutions with vacuum contact and
spray dryers.

3.1.3 Extrusion and polymer production
VTT is equipment for production of thermoplastic (melt processable) composite
materials in the range of a few grams to pilot scale with techniques such as
compounding, extrusion coating and profile extrusion, blow moulding, micropelletising, injection and compression moulding. The plastic processing and
converting services can be complemented with high level material property testing
and characterisation as well as versatile tools for material pre- and post- treatments.
Thermplastic foaming is one of our focus areas, suported by physical foaming of
materials both in laboratory and pilot scale.
For compounding several co-rotating twin screw extruders with L/D rations from 33 to
48 including a Berstorff High speed compounder (25 mm, L/D 49). Injection moulding
equipments includes Engel ES 200/50 HL with 50 tons clamping force, 25 mm screw
and instrumented mould having interchangeable inserts and Demag Ergotech
100/420-120 EL Exis S with 100 tons clamping force, 22 mm screw, maximum
injection speed 1000 mm/s. VTT can produce 300 mm wide sheet preforms, 3-layer
film with corona, atmospheric plasma and N2-rinsing possibility for film and extrusion
coating. Extruder with 100 mm and 120 mm wide sheets preform and roundstrip with
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4 screw geometries with different compression. 3-layer extrusion pipe profile. Single
layer blown film extrusion. Biaxial laboratory stretcher Brückner (KARO IV).
Polymer foaming facilities include Brabender 19mm single screw extruder (L/D 25)
with a static mixer, melt pump and physical blowing agent port. Additionally, VTT has
tandem foam extrusion line with 35mm main extruder and 75mm cooling extruder and
a calibration unit for boards. For particle foams VTT has a micropelletizer equipped
with a high pressure water cooling unit. Feeding of the polymerse and the introduction
of additives and physical blowing agent can be done by single or twin screw extruder.
Comprehensive characterization facilities for polymers and composites including
mechanical testing (tensile, bending, compression, impact), material properties
(DMTA, HDT, LOI, Thermal conductivity, DSC, TGA), microscopy (light, SEM, AFM),
particle size analysis and spectroscopy (FT-IR, TGA-MS, NMR, SS-NMR).
3.1.4 Fiber technologies
VTT has advanced pilot plants for biomaterial processing and converting to new
innovative and sustainable industrial products. Facilities include an unique roll–to-roll
pilot coating research environment for novel biomaterial film production and pilot
scale technology development platform for foam forming applications. Nanocellulose
material can be produced with semi-pilot scale equipment. Recently VTT has
acquired semi-pilot scale unit for spinning cellulose based man-made fibres. With this
infra it is possible to generate in an industrially feasible manner bioinspired and high
performance material structures.
The pilot-scale research environments are available for continuous webs formed by
using traditional water-laid forming or recently developed foam forming technology.
Reseach infra includes laboratory scale handsheet formets and pilot scale research
platform. Advanced laboratory facilities for analyzing peocess samples and final
product are also available. Furthermore there is an off-line dryer for the sample roll
and an off-line coating facility. Research topics for fibre webs can include:





Test new products, process concepts and new type of equipment as well as
raw materials in realistic papermaking conditions
Foam-laid forming technology (curret products, nonwoven webs)
Fourdnirier / hybrid / gap forming options
Single layer and stratified forming technologies

At the surface treatment line
 Roll to roll line with versatile unit operations
 Multiple application methods for example flexo, roll and foam coating systems
 Efficient drying units (UV, IR, air)
 Base substrates: plastics, paper, board, non vowen
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Nano and microcellulose semi-pilot scale production equipment include:
 Grinders: Masuko MKZA 10-15J, Masuko MKCA6-2
 Fluidisators: Microfluidics M110EH-30 and M7115-30
VTT has recently build a semipilot scale equipmet for spinning of cellulose based
textile fibres. The spinning equipment is up to 10 kg textile sample sizes for “water
based fibre technologies” such as viscose or cellulose carbamate. The facility
includes also tools to produce and filter the spinning solutions.
The foam forming environment (Figure 4) offers piloting of 300mm (~12’’) wide webs
with speeds upto 1,000m/min (~3000ft/min) for grammages from 25 to 200 g/m2 (15120 lb/3000 ft2). Foam can be generated in a tank or on-line, and trials can be run in
the Fourdrinier, gap or hybrid geometries to provide reels, which can be dried offline.
The piloting is supported by extensive and unique laboratory devices optimized for
fibre foams.

Figure 4. Research platform for fiber based webs.

More specifically research infra includes following devices/analyses/facilities
Surface coating pilot line, SUTCO .







Nanocellulose film production
Coating technologies: foam, flexo-type roll, bar, kiss, spray
VTT type film casting (e.g NFC, hemicellulose films)
Size press configuration
Curtain head for stability testing
Mini-Labo test coater R2R
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Paper- and boardmaking research platform SUORA
 Papermaking (wet end and pressing)
 Foam forming
 Stratified forming
 Raw-material 50 – 500 kg, Basis weight range 20 – 220 g/m2
3.1.5 Secondary processing specific analysis
The chemical analysis and characterization capabilities cover most of the needed
chromatography, spectroscopy, rheology, microscopy and mechanical testing tools.
Special analytical tools include for example advanced liquid and solid state NMRs,
SEM-, TEM- and AFM- microscopy, versatile LC and SEC tools, capillary
electrophoresis (CE) and two dimensional GC/MS.
Biotechnology related analytical capabilities include continuous monitoring of
extracellular metabolites and nutrients with on-line HPLC for controlled feed,
metabolite analysis with mass spectrometer, capillary electrophoresis and NMR, online off gas mass spectrometer connected to all bioreactors, automated sampling to
cold bath for instant quenching of metabolism.
Comprehensive characterization facilities for polymers and composites including
mechanical testing (tensile, bending, compression, impact), material properties
(DMTA, HDT, LOI, Thermal conductivity, DSC, TGA), microscopy (light, SEM, AFM),
particle size analysis and spectroscopy (FT-IR, TGA-MS, NMR, SS-NMR).
Multiphase flow and rheology research is supported by specific characterization
tools. Rheometers: AR-G2, Discovery HR-2 (2 pcs), MCR 301 for flow and
viscoelastic properties of liquid and semisolid materials under rotational or oscillatory
shear, interfacial rheology with possibility to imaging with optical microscope or
optical coherence tomography (OCT) possible during measurement. Capillary
rheometer: Rheograph 6000. Pipe rheometer: to analysie flow of materials in pipe,
process rheology and determination of velocity profiles possible. Viscometers:
Brookfield, Haake VT 550 and CONTEC-5 for pastes with large particles.
3.2

Aalto
3.2.1 Chemical conversion

The laboratory scale reactors related to catalytic conversion of biomass-derived
compounds include various reactors operated in batch mode (50-100 ml, operating
temperatures typically up to above 300 °C and even up to 500 °C, operating
pressures up to 35 MPa) and in continuous mode (under normal pressure up to 1000
°C, and up to 5 MPa in elevated temperature, systems with on-line analytics of the
product stream).
Aalto has facilities for the preparation of catalysts with various methods and
equipment for the characterization of catalysts e.g. physisorption, chemisorption and
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temperature programmed techniques. Moreover, a wide variety of elementary
analyses are in use (XRD, XRF, TEM, SEM etc.).
3.2.2 Biochemical conversion
Various size bioreactors: several 1-5 L laboratory fermenters, several 10 L
fermenters and 200 L pilot fermenter. Installation of airlift bioreactor is going on. 200
L reactor for biomass treatment and hydrolysis. Equipment for downstream
processing: centrifuges, and filtering, crystallization and evaporation units, pilot scale
chromatographic separation unit. Analytical tools for sugars, lipids, alcohols, acids,
etc.: six HPLC systems (including GPC and mass analysis), three GC, Maldi-TOF,
DSC, NMR. Äkta protein purification equipment.
3.2.3 Extrusion and polymer production
Polymer synthesis for scientific reseach is mostly carried out in labscale from grams
to hundreds of grams. For slurry/solution polymerizations minireactor systems are
available in reactor sizes of 20 and 50 ml, and scale-up is based on autoclave Büchi
–reactors up to 5.0 dm3. For bulk polymerizations there are currently two Helicone
Mixer reactors (0.15, 2.5 dm3) in use from Design Integrated Technology (DIT). For
bigger batches there is a 4 dm3 high-torque reactor from Juchheim. Polymer
processing machines cover extruders and injection molding machines from midi-size
to semi-pilot scale.
Additive manufacturing devices at AALTO-Chem include four 3D printers based on
fused deposition modelling (FDM) and two stereolithography (SLA) apparatures
based on visible light curing.
3.2.4 Fiber technologies
There are several routes and unit operations for fiber processing, treatment and
modification.
Fibre spinning machine: The refinement of fibers can be done by a dry-jet wet
Spinning machine. The spinning machine was installed to produce fibers and films
from cellulose dissolved in direct (i.e. non-derivatizing) solvents such as ionic liquids.
It comprises a piston spinning unit, coagulation bath, washing zone, drying channel,
several godets to drive the filament, and a take-up winder. Both mono- and
multifilament spinning can be studied. Thus, an interface between academic
fundamental research and industrial application is provided.
Vertical kneader: The vertical kneader system can generate high shear forces, which
are necessary for the efficient preparation of lignocellulose-IL (ionic liquid) solutions.
The dissolution state can be monitored by means of a torque measurement device.
Microfibrillar and nanocellulose production: Masuko grinder is an ultra-fine friction
grinder for special grindings. Our ultra-fine friction grinding machine, Masuko
Supermasscolloider model MKZA 10-15, is equipped with special grinders, which
produce fine and round-shape particles of products. Microfluidics’ M-110P
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Microfluidizer equipment is designed for the high-performance micro-mixing of
emulsions and dispersions in a variety of industries. The M-110P model is specifically
designed to suit industrial department environments.
Stock preparation: Fiber material treatment can be carried out by grinding, refining
and beating equipment, Valley beaters, PFI mill, Lampén mill and Voith LR40 refiner.
The laboratory refiner LR40 is a table-type test rig, consisting of a refiner with main
drive and actuator, a pulper with incorporated buffer tank, a Mohno pump and a
sampling device as well as an operating panel and a control cabinet. Fractionation
can be done by a Bauer McNett equipment.
Flotation and deinking: The Trial laboratory flotation cell Voith Delta25 can be used
for primary and secondary deinking flotation as well as filtrate flotation.
Fibre network formation and paper making: Standardized sheet molds, static wet
presses and drying drums are available for hand sheet making. Moving Belt Former
(MBF) is a special device for investigation of the effects of stock preparation and
chemical additives on vacuum dewatering and retention using pulsating dewatering,
like on a Fourdrinier.
Finishing unit operations for paper and board comprise calendering and coating
devices. The laboratory calender, EP-210, has working width 60-210 mm, speed 1540 m/min, nip pressure 3-300 kN/m and it can be used with samples having
grammage 40-500 g/m2. Both softer polymer and hard iron rolls are available. The
laboratory coating machine (CLC-6000, SimuTech. Int. Inc.) can coat at speeds up to
1905 m/min. The CLC-6000 has a puddle-type blade coating head, spray coating
option and infrared drying. The width of coated sample is 140 mm for all speeds. In
addition, there are also Rod coaters (K bar series) for sheet sample coating at
laboratory.
3.2.5 Other bio-based final products
Wood products equipment: The woodworking workshop is equipped with all the
necessary woodworking machines, like cross-cut saw, circular saw, bandsaw, board
saw, jointer, thicknesser, sanding machines, upright drill and vertical spindle moulder.
Plywood structures can be produced with sheet sizes up to 900 x 900. This includes
dryer for veneer sheets, veneer clipper, glue spreader, pre-press and a hydraulic hotpress. UV-exposure equipment Suntest CPS+ can be used to simulate the effect of
daylight on different surfaces.
Other state-of-the-art instrumentation includes for instance computer-controlled
Langmuir-Blodgett for fabrication of thin films, microgravimetry devices, and surface
plasmon resonance (SPR). Microelectrophoresis and streaming potential instruments
are available for determination of colloidal charges.
3.2.6 Secondary processing specific analysis
The chemical analysis and characterization capabilities at AALTO Chem cover wide
range of tools related to chromatography, spectroscopy, rheology, microscopy and
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mechanical testing. Special analytical tools include for example advanced liquid and
solid state NMR with probes for the detection of various nuclei.
Moreover, a wide variety of particle size and elementary analyses are in use (XRD,
XRF, TEM, SEM etc.) for instance for catalysts characterization. In situ DRIFTS
(diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy) can be used to
characterize catalysts under real reaction conditions, i.e. at high temperatures (up to
600 °C) under reactive gas mixtures. Using different probe molecules, information on
different surface sites of oxide catalysts can be obtained.
Biotechnology related specific analytical capabilities include HPLC (including GPC
and mass analysis) and GC systems, Maldi-TOF and Äkta protein purification
equipment. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) with columns for both aqueous
and organic solvents and RI/MALLS detectors is routinely used for molecular weight
characterization of oligomers and polymers. Flow and rheology research is supported
by several viscometers and rheometers. Thermal characterization methods (TGA,
DSC, DMTA) are widely used in different research groups. Mechanical properties of
polymers and composite materials can be comprehensively characterized with varios
tests (tensile, bending, compression, impact). For fiber properties there is a special
equipment to measure fiber length, length distributions and fractions, fiber width, curl,
coarseness, fines content, wood species ratio and many other properties. Fiber width
and wall strength can be measured at 1 µm resolution.
In addition to microscopes and spectroscopy methods (FTIR, UV/VIS, Raman, UVRaman, AFM-Raman) available in research groups we can utilize OtaNano facilities.
OtaNano is is an open access RI, operated by Aalto University and VTT,
and available for academic and commercial users internationally. Nanomicroscopy
Center is part of OtaNano and provides a wide scope of imaging applications. The
instruments include the only sub-Ångström transmission electron microscope
(TEM) in Finland, a liquid helium cooled cryo-TEM, cryo scanning tunneling
microscopes (STM), scanning electron microscopes (SEM), atomic force
microscopes (AFM), and X-ray scattering equipment (SAXS/WAXS).
3.3

Fraunhofer

Fraunhofer ICT has different reactor facilities and equipment for secondary
processing to convert intermediate products such as cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin,
syngas, pyrolysis oil and extractants to finalized chemical or physical products.
Fraunhofer ICT is capable of processing materials at high temperatures and high
pressures to monomers and polymers up to scale of 300 kg/h.
Fraunhofer CBP has different reactor facilities for secondary processing and
equipment to convert intermediate products such as glucose, xylose and lignin to
finalized products.
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3.3.1 Chemical conversion
Special chemical conversion equipment at Fraunhofer ICT are batch and continuous
high-pressure reactors which allows to study the difficult process enviroments in
unconventional ranges of temperature and pressures. High-pressure processing is
normally used to replace expensive or environmentally hazardous solvents and
catalysts.
Fraunhofer ICT has several different reactors to execute secondary reactions:
Table 1. List of Fraunhofer ICT's reactors

Volume
[L]
Reactor type
0,1 100 ml Autoclave
250 ml Hydrogen
0,3 autoclave
500 ml Berghof
0,5 Autoclave
2,0 2 L Autoclave
13,0 13 L Autoclave
15,0 2x15 L Duoraf
291 ml Packed bed
0,3 reactor
0,3 250 ml Autoclave
2,0 Colon
1,9 Autoclave
5 L Reactive Extractor
5,0 1
5 L Reactive Extractor
5,0 1

pmax
Tmax
[bar]
[°C]
200
300

Brand

Agitator
Turbin

Parr

Turbin

400

500

Berghof
Hofer
Hochdrucktechnik

Anchor & Gas injection

200

300

Propeller
Double turbine & Gas
injection
Turbine

325

400

250
50

400
250

350
350
450

650
200
200

Sigmar Mothes
Parr
Sitec

Magnetic stirrer
Sitec
Sitec
Sitec
Sitec

For chemical conversion the reactors listed in Table 2 are available at Fraunhofer
CBP. These include reactors in laboratory as well as in pilot scale. Reactors 7 to 9
are available in ATEX classification.
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Table 2. List of available chemical reactors at Fraunhofer CBP
Reactor type
Mode
Reaction phase
max. p/bar

max. T/°C

volume/L

Stirred Tank

Batch

Gas/Liquid/Solid

200

300

1

Stirred Tank

Batch

Gas/Liquid/Solid

200

300

0.2

Stirred Tank

Batch

Gas/Liquid/Solid

200

350

0.3

Stirred Tank

Batch

Gas/Liquid/Solid

0,1

180

10

Tube Reactor

Continuous

Gas/Liquid/Solid

35

200

0.16
(50 ml/h)
2.15

Tube Reactor

Continous

Liquid

300

20…350

(20 kg/h)

Stirred tank

Batch

Gas/Liquid/Solid

98

up to 300

50

Stirred tank

Batch

Liquid/solid

atmosph.

-50…200

100
2.15

Tube Reactor

Continous

Gas/Liquid

300

20…500

(20 kg/h)

3.3.2 Biochemical conversion
At Fraunhofer CBP, a fermenter cascade is available to enable up-scaling of
fermentation processes. It includes fermenters with working volumes of 7, 50, 70,
200, 700 and 7.000 litres, which are In situ-sterilizable and approved for methanol
handling. For cultivation of microalgae, flat-panel airlift reactors are available as listed
in Table 3.
Table 3. List of flat-panel airlift reactors available at Fraunhofer CBP
Volume/L

Pieces

Location

6

25

greenhouse

30

25

greenhouse

180

15

greenhouse

180

45

outdoor

850

2

outdoor

3.3.3 Extrusion and polymer production
Fraunhofer ICT has state-of the art technologies and equipement to meet the needs
of application orientated research and development. In the following a few
comprehensive overview of the equipment available at Fraunhofer ICT is given.
 Various twin-screw extruders (TSE): 18 mm to 40 mm diameter, process
length: 36 to 60D, throughput 0.5-250 kg/h
 Various gravimetrix dosing units for a few grams up to several kilograms
 Gas dosing stations for nitrogen and carbon dioxide (dosing rates 0.01 to 2
g/s, max. pressure 350 bar)
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Dosing balance for milled / cut fibres
Dosing systems for liquid and highly-viscous media
Various pelletizing systems (colling bath, underwater pelletizer, hot air
pelletizer)
3.3.4 Secondary processing specific analysis

Fraunhofer ICT has special tools for different chemical and physical qualifications of
products. Fraunhofer ICT have analysis tools to qualify and quantify lignin
intermediates and finaliced biobased physical products e.g. fiber inforced plastics in
enviromental





Element analysis (XRF, ICP-OES, CHNS-O analyzer, TOC-TN)
Gas chromatography (TDS-GC-MSD, GC-MSD/FID, PyGC-MSD/FID)
High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC-DAD/MSD Ion Trap, HPLCDAD/RI, HPLC-DAD-ELSD)
SEC (SEC-RI/ Visc. in HFIP for polyamide/polyester, SEC-RI/ Visc. in THF for
lignin)

Several analytical tools have been established at Fraunhofer CBP for process and
product control. Among them are:





3.4

HPLC-DAD-RID (Agilent) for sugar monomers, acetic acid, HMF and furfural
HPLC-VWD (Agilent) for furfural, HMF, furoic acid, furandicarboxylic acid
GC-MS (Agilent) for iso-octene, iso-octane
GC-FID Headspace (Agilent) for ethanol
SEC for molecular weight of lignin
SP
3.4.1 Chemical conversion

SP Processum has a system for development of process solutions for chemical
synthesis. The system contains three batch reactors (10L and 50L), flow reactor, gasliquid reactor, oil based heating system and a control system (Delta V). The system is
designed to allow temperatures up to 230°C and 15 bar. The reactors have gas
supplies fitted which for example allows pilot scale hydrogenations. The continuous
flow reactor is constructed from tantalum material to withstand highly corrosive
conditions. All equipment is placed in a fire and explosion safe (ATEX classed)
laboratory as there is a risk that explosive gases or fluids may be formed during
these reactions and processes. By combining the different reactors and systems a
wide range of chemical processes may be developed.
For conversions that require higher temperatures and higher pressures SP
Processum has a 300mL reactor fitted with equipment to simulate a continuous
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reaction that allows fast heating and fast cooling of the sample. Maximum reactor
temperature is 350 °C and maximum pressure is 350 bar.
For continuous flow organic synthesis SP Processum has a Uniqsis flowsyn system
that works up to 150 bar and 200 °C to produce material in a kg/h scale.
In Piteå SP has a Slurry Hydrocracking pilot operates on a weekly continuous
operation mode. Maximum pressure 200 bar and maximum temperature is 500 °C.
SP also has a facility for upgrading of syngas in Piteå.
SP Process & Development has reactors ranging from 200 micro liter to 100 liter,
pressure ranging from full vacuum to 350 bar and temperature up to 550 °C.
Reactor types include batch and continuous (PFR, microflow and pulsating flow). All
batch reactors are equipped with overhead agitation and condensers.
Most of the reactors are designed to be operated in an EX classified environment.
Reactors that are not EX classified are operated in glove box environment, where EX
classification is not required due to safety precautions taken.
Description of equipment, instruments, software etc. accessible at SPPD (small
selection of total):


Catalyst and condition screening for pressure reactions in lab scale with
hydrogen atmosphere or other gases: Parr 5000 Multiple Reactor System with
magnetic stirring (http://www.parrinst.com/products/specialty-customsystems/series-5000-multiple-reactor-system/)



Larger lab scale verification experiment and extra forcing conditions
evalutation: Parr 4575A 0.5 L batch reactor with mechanical overhead stirring.
(http://www.parrinst.com/products/stirred-reactors/hp-ht-reactors-series4570/specifications/).



Continuous flow fixed bed reactor system: Parr 5400 Continuous Flow Tubular
Reactor system (link: http://www.parrinst.com/products/specialty-customsystems/5400-continuous-flow-tubular-reactors/), receiver-vessels up to 100 L,
Rousselet Robatel centrifugal extractor for continuous extraction and phase
separation.



Various analytical equipment: Gel permeation chromatography (GPC), Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy NMR including 31P-NMR for hydroxyl
number determination, GC and LC with FID/UV/mass detection incl highresolution MS for characterization purposes and initial process monitoring.
Other examples are heavy metals analysis with ICP, determination of
sulphated ash and more.



Thermal process safety assessment equipment: C80 reaction calorimeter and
Differential Scanning Calorimetry equipment.
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Software tools for process simulation: Aspen Batch Plus
(http://www.aspentech.com/products/aspen-batch-plus.aspx) whole process
full-scale plant in silico-simulation software, tailored process economics
spreadsheets in Excel, Monte Carlo-simulation software.



For more about SPPD equipment capabilities, see homepage
http://www.sp.se/spprocessdevelopment.

Pilot Plant Equipment:
Facilities





Individual walk in fume booth space for reactors.
Individual walk in fume booth space for mobile equipment.
Different process media systems available, vacuum, nitrogen, process
ventilation, heating cooling system, purified water.
The area is designed to keep a high level of personal safety.

Equipment (Pilot Plant)









Reactor scale 5L – 100L.
Batch reactors in glass, enamel and stainless steel handling pressures of 0 –
20 bar.
Condensation capability on each reactor for both process needs and
environmental safety.
Temperatures from -25°C - +150°C
Mobile pressure reactor 8 L, up to 350 °C and 135 bar.
Mobile equipment for filtration and drying.
Central process control system for monitoring and control of process
equipment and media systems.
Batch distillation with 100 L pot.
3.4.2 Biochemical conversion

The Biorefinery Demo Plant in Örnsköldsvik was originally built for demonstration of
ethanol from lignocellulosic materials and since that process includes both aerobe
microbial processes (yeast cultivation) and anaerobe microbial processes (ethanol
fermentation) the plant is suitable for both types of microbiological processes.
The bioreactor system is schematically shown in the figure above. The plant is
equipped with one small cultivation tank and in total five 10 m 3 bioreactors. Four of
these big tanks are dedicated for enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation and one is
designed for aerobe cultivation. Thus one of the 10 m3 is aerated while the other four
have limited aeration. The bioreactors are very flexible; they can be operated either in
batch, in fed-batch or in continuous mode. Every bioreactor is equipped with an
agitator, recirculation pumps and fully automatic adjustment of pH and chemicals.
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The whole bioreactor system has an advanced cleaning in place system (CIP) that
operates with warm washing liquids of both acidic and alkaline pH. All the bioreactors
are pressure vessels so the last step in the CIP-procedure is usually to sterilise with
steam. The bioreactor system in the demo plant is licensed to handle genetically
modified microorganisms (GMM), such as pentose fermenting Saccharomyces yeast.
All bioreactors have the ability to measure pH, temperature, and liquid tank level,
online. It is also possible to add a number of chemicals for various needs (e.g.
phosphoric acid, ammonia, defoaming agent, sodium hydroxide). More information
about equipment for the different cultivation and fermentation tanks is shown in Table
4.
Table 4. Equipment in the cultivation tanks and the fermenters
Small cultivation
Big cultivation tank
tank

Fermentors

Volume

450 liters

10 m3

10 m3

Numbers

1

1

4

Can measure

pH

pH

pH

Temperature

Temperature

Temperature

Level

Level

Level

Oxygene

Oxygene

Phosphoric acid

Slurry from the small
cultivation tank

Phosphoric acid

Ammonia

Phosporic acid

Ammonia

Sterile water

Ammonia

Sodium hydroxide

Hydrolysate

Sterile water

Enzymes

Hydrolysate

Slurry from the yeast slurry
tank

Antifoam

Sterile water

Can be added

Hydrolysate
Unfiltered substrate
Antifoam
More

Aerated

Aerated

Limited aeration

Stirring

Stirring

Stirring

Foam detector

Foam detector

Foam detector

Septum and manhole

Manhole

Manhole

Sampling point

Sampling point

Sampling point

One of the 10 m3 bioreactor is aerated. This reactor has been used successfully for
demonstration of production of Single Cell Proteins (SCP), which is one of the most
oxygen demanding microbiological processes.
In Uppsala SP has a mobile biogas pilot plant with integrated pretreatment. This plant
can be transported to any location and connected to relevant processes. It is used
both in research projects and by industry in order to test different process related
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issues. The capacity is between 100 – 500 kg/day and the volume of the digestion
reactor is 6 m3.
Fermentation processes can be performed in 50L to 600L, as well as laboratory,
scale at SP Processum. Aerobic as well as anaerobic conditions and yeast, bacteria,
fungi and algae can be handled. The laboratories are also approved for genetically
modified organisms. The fermentations can be run in batch, fed-batch or continuous
mode and the processes can be separate hydrolysis and fermentation (SHF) and
simultaneous saccharification and fermentation (SSF).
3.4.3 Extrusion and polymer production
SP Processum has competence in the research area of reinforcing plastics with
cellulose fibers. Natural cellulose fibers from wood viscose and other types of
modified cellulose fibers has been used in the study of reinforced plastics.
3.4.4 Fiber technologies
SP Processums spinning pilot can produce directly spun fibres, i.e. viscose filaments,
for evaluation of process and product characteristics from raw material to dissolving
cellulose and further to viscose threads. By evaluating the spinning process as well
as the thread’s characteristics, knowledge is gathered regarding the dissolving
cellulose for further development to technical or textile viscose. The spinning pilot is a
batch type pilot for viscose solutions between 140 and 220 ml. The thread is shaped
when the viscose solution is pressed with a constant speed through a nozzle placed
in a spin bath consisting of different chemicals, depending on the viscose process to
be simulated. The thread is then rolled between two drums which have different
speeds, resulting in a stretched thread. The produced thread is collected on one of
these drums and later cut into ca 4 cm long pieces. The pieces are washed and
bleached and finally dried. After drying the characteristics are analysed.
3.4.5 Other bio-based final products
SPPD is a part of the Swedish AstraZeneca R&D that was closed in 2012. We have
extensive experience in pharmaceutical development (AZ is one of the largest
international pharma companies).
We develop pharmaceutical processes from raw material to the Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) and from the API to the final formulation.
We are authorized to produce pharmaceuticals under Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP) up to 100 liter scale (GMP is a requirement from the authorities if the material
is going to be used in clinical trials (in man)). This is quite unique for an institute.
In the context of Erifore one could either islolate potential pharmaceutical substances
from forest raw material, alternatively use the raw material as starting material to
more complex molecules. In both cases GMP production will be required to conduct
clinical trials in man. SPPD can design the complete process at laboratory scale
starting with the raw materials and then through the whole value chain to the final API
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in the applicable administration form (for example a tablet). Once the process is
designed and optimized at laboratory scale the process will be scaled up and
adequate material produced for the clinical trials (up to 100 liter scale at SPPD).
3.4.6 Secondary processing specific analysis
SP Process Development’s Analysis and Solid State section performs research and
development (R&D) applying a broad range of different techniques. Several of these,
e.g.,chromatography, spectroscopy and spectrometry, as well as molecular structure
characterisation are used for analytical chemistry problem solving. In addition to a
general usage of good laboratory standard (GLS), we also perform analytical
investigations according to GLP or GMP.
Within solid state we apply many different methods, including crystallography,
spectroscopy, thermodynamics and theoretical calculations to investigate the
properties of particles and bulk materials. We also perform studies of heterogeneous
equilibrium, solubility and dissolution. All experimental work is documented in
comprehensible reports, tailor-made to suit the needs of our scientific partner.
In addition to complex problem solving within analytical and solid state chemistry, we
offer courses and training in different subjects. Our competence includes profound
skills in analytical, general, inorganic, organic, physical and computational chemistry,
with special emphasis on complex organic molecules. Our competence and
equipment for screening of solid phase properties, as well as our expertise and tools
for predictive structure informatics is unique.
Chemical Analysis













Analytical investigations (identity, purity, assay, extractables/ leachables,
troubleshooting)
Molecular structure determinations (combining mass spectrometry with NMR
spectroscopy)
Monitoring of dynamic processes (chemical reactions, calorimetry, material
interactions)
Physicochemical investigations (e.g. solubility, pKa, logP)
GMP capabilities (method validation, cleaning validation, setting of
specifications, stability studies, QP Release)
Solid state analysis
Automated experimental screening of crystallisability, polymorphism and saltand co-crystal formation
Analysis and characterisation of solid materials – pure or in complex mixtures
(thermal properties, vapour interactions (water and organic solvents),
microscopy, crystallinity, particle properties, identity, physical and chemical
stability, crystal structure determination)
Structure informatics and prediction
Evaluation of crystal structures and related properties
Molecular design for improvement of solubility and dissolution rate,
crystallisability, mechanical properties, surface properties etc.
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Solid-state risk analysis (experimental and in silico) for product development
Growth of single crystals (both small molecules and proteins) for structure
informatics
Theoretical calculations and computational chemistry on the in-house HPC
(High Performance Computing) resource

Important analyses (examples)








3.5

Molecular weight distribution by depolymerisation (GPC and GC-MS, LC-MS)
characterization of major components and gases (GC, GC-MS, LC-MS, NMR)
Solubility determinations in solvents before and after depolymerization and/or
hydrodeoxygenation
TGA for determination of total volatile content
Filtering tests for the determination of unhydrolysed/unhydrogenolyzed solid
residue
Elemental analysis for selected samples (can be done by SP KM or external)
Stability studies of depolymerized lignin (analysis package with calorimetry,
GPC, etc)
KTH
3.5.1 Extrusion and polymer production

KTH operates a set of standard laboratory scale extruders as well as complementary
equipment for operating these.

3.5.2 Other bio-based final products
As for the technology areas “Feedstock” and “Primary processing” KTH has a
standard university state-of-the-art research infrastructure including instruments and
laboratories, equipment for processing of wood-based material components and
materials from wood-chip to fibril and paper as well access to the pilot-scale facilities
at the research institute Innventia, which resides on campus.
3.5.3 Secondary processing specific analysis
Examples of are: several SECs, IR/Raman spectroscopy, Real time-FTIR, NMR
spectroscopy, MALDI-TOF, DSC, DMTA, TGA, TEM, FE-SEM, AFM, Optical
Microscope, DLS, X-ray diffraction, QCM-D, Contact Angle Measurements, UV-VIS
etc. Furthermore there are fully equipped workshop and material testing laboratories,
as well as up-to-date computational facilities.
There is an on-going effort of developing a unique research and development
infrastructure based on synchrotron light (i.e. thw MAX IV synchrotron presently
under construction in Lund, Sweden) that will be made available to future research
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within this area. This includes ahe development of a dedicated beamline at MAX IV
called ForMAX. This beamline is intended for in-situ studies of processes and
materials. With respect to the technology area of “Secondary processing” this
beamline will facilitate in-situ studies of material forming process and material
structural and engineering properties, including sensitivity to moisture and heat.

3.6

SINTEF

SINTEF provides test facilities from lab scale to small pilot scale for both chemical
and biochemical conversions as well as high end analysis infrastructure.
3.6.1 Chemical conversion
Various test systems both in batch and continuous mode are available for
temperatures up to 500 C and pressure up to 200 bar. Batch mode is commonly
done in autoclaves, while various modes for continuous operation, such as trickle
beds, bubble columns are available.
3.6.2 Biochemical conversion
SINTEF has more than 30 fully controlled bioreactors for strain evaluation, process
optimization and process scale up (32 x 0.5-2 L, 1 x 50 L, 1 x 300 L), as well as
specially designed reactors for high solids/high viscosity.
For strain development, SINTEF has state-of-the art laboratories for molecular
biology, including an Illumina MiSeq sequencer. SINTEF has a high-throughput
screening laboratory with automatic liquid handling systems that are applied for
screening of new microorganisms from nature (bioprospecting) and transformed
strains, by a range of assays (chemical, enzymatic, microbial and cell-based), for
evaluation of growth media, sample preparation for high-throughput mass
spectrometric analyses etc.
The mass-spectrometry laboratory has high-end instruments within most MS
modalities (GC-MS, LC-MS, LC-MS-MS-QQQ, including FT-ICR, FFF/ICP-MS-MS).
3.6.3 Extrusion and polymer production



Various extruders for polymer and composite processing
Injection molder
3.6.4 Fiber technologies





Composite processing and mechanical testing of products, tribology
Advanced analysis of composites
Electrospinning
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3.6.5 Other bio-based final products
Expertise of application of materials for marine applications (fish feed), pharma,
cosmetics etc.
3.6.6 Secondary processing specific analysis
State of the art analysis tools for feedstock materials, catalysts and complex product
mixtures available:









3.7

Enzymatic analysis tools, activity assays
HPLC-MS
GCxGC-FID/MS
TG-DCA/MS
Various mGC/MS (Agilent partner lab)
BET, TPX, SEM, TEM
Advanced surface characterization methods
Karl-Fischer
In-situ XRD
FCBA
3.7.1 Chemical conversion

FCBA has access to facilities for extraction, purification and chemical conversion of
wood components through the InTechFibres partnership. Extraction facilities are the
same described in D2.1, ranging from laboratory autoclaves (15 mL) to pilot plant
reactor (1.3 m3). However, in terms of chemical conversion, only a laboratory scale
facilities are available, either internaly (reactor 3.75 L, pressure up to 130 bars,
temperature -10 to 350°C) or by using the facilities of the universities and research
centers where the PhD students or post-docs fellows are located.
3.7.2 Fiber Technologies
In the frame of InTechFibres partnership with CTP, FCBA is very well equipped for all
type of pulping, bleaching and refining simulation, both at laboratory and pilot scales.
InTechFibres is also equipped with 3 pilots for the production of microfibrillated
cellulose One laboratory equipment MicroFluidizer from Microfluidics, developing
pressure up to 2000 bar using Z-type microchambres with internal diameter of 400
µm, 200 µm and 100 µm with a production limited at ~100g maxi and 2 pilot
homogeneisers from GEA Niro Soavi NS3006, developing pressure up to 1500 bar
with capacity up to 50 L/h
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Figure 5. Fiber technology units at FCBA

3.8

INRA

INRA (CEPIA departement) possesses 24 researchers on integration of knowledge
and models working in interdisciplinary labs.
INRA-CEPIA possesses high throughput screening equipment for enzyme discovery
(http://iceo.genotoul.fr/index.php?id=172&L=2), and a medium throughput core facility
for the characterization of biopolymers (https://www.bibs.inra.fr/bibs_eng/). CEPIA
also possesses a multi-platform industrial biotechnology development platform
(http://www.toulouse-white-biotechnology.com/home/).
Finally, CEPIA possesses a very original dry fractionation platform that can be used
for pilot scale dry processing of plant agro-resources (http://umriate.cirad.fr/en/equipments/plant-processing-platform).
CEPIA also possesses extensive fermentation facilities located in Toulouse,
Montpellier and the Paris region, with capacities up to 0.3m3 and twin screw
extrusion equipment (20kg h-1 scale).
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CEPIA has skills and equipment in the area of separation, distillation and
concentration processes with equipment to handle up to 300L.
3.8.1 Biochemical conversion
Through its Biotransformation and culture process platform, TWB can provide access
to a whole range of instrumented bioreactors with capacities of between 500 ml and
30 l. These reactors are coupled to an adapted at-line or on-line analytical system
characterizing liquid, solid and gas phases. The reactors’ environment is designed for
the proactive monitoring of biotransformations. Its equipment can be used to evaluate
and optimize the conversion of carbon-based raw materials using enzymatic and
microbial processes (pure strains or consortia).
TWB can as well provide an access to its cutting edge microbial strain engineering
platform which will be equipped with several automated liquid transfer devices, to
automate in microplate format a number of crucial steps in engineering projects
involving strains of microorganisms, e.g. nucleic acid purification, cloning and
transformation of micro-organisms, optimization of the expression of proteins through
automated expression screening and enzyme activity screening. One machine will be
dedicated to automated microbial culture in mini-fermenters to select most efficient
strains. This fleet of automated equipment will be rounded out with an automated
colony picker and specific equipment dedicated to the high-throughput analysis of
nucleic acids, proteins and microorganisms, e.g. capillary electrophoresis systems,
spectrofluorometer, luminometer, flow cytometer analyzer/sorter.
To develop new enzymes, Genotoul - ICEO platform from LISBP ICEO can as well
provide a high-throughput screening facility for the discovery of original enzymes, a
method used to modify or improve protein properties (stability, enzymatic activity,
ligand binding,…) in order to adapt catalysts to special conditions of use – or after
screening of microbial collections or genomic /metagenomic libraries..
3.8.2 Extrusion and polymer production
To promote the development of the Agro-materials, Agromat offers on the one hand
technological facilities and “know-how” to industrial partners and on the other hand
research tools for scientific cooperation.
The research laboratory is equipped with the latest highly controlled processing
facilities (twin-screw extrusion, single screw extrusion, calendering, microcompounding, injection-molding, thermo-molding) and with all the characterization
equipment developed for biopolymer analysis (DSC, atmosphere controlled DMA,
universal testing machine, Dynamic Vapor Sorption, Melt-flow rheometer, PVT,
Image analysis, electronic and optical microscopy).
The brand new building located in Tarbes will offer on an industrial scale all the
processing and forming technologies to facilitate the industrial development of Agromaterials (grinder, dryer, mixer, twin screw extruder, complete extrusion line, high
tonnage platen presses and injection molding machines).
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Tecnalia

TECNALIA is specialist in a broad range of different innovative technologies for
biomass conversion by catalytic and enzymatic processes. To make these
developments Tecnalia has a Laboratory equipped with several types of equipment
and pilot plants for treatment of lignocellulosic feedstock.
TECNALIA has also expertise in the development of biobased polymers and
composites (such as Wood-Polymer Composites- WPC).
Secondary processing equipment that is relevant to ERIFORE project is listed below.
3.9.1 Chemical conversion
Tecnalia has different glass and steel reactors that can work at different pressures
and temperatures.
Table 5. Reactors at Tecnalia
Equipment
type

Volume, l

Number
of
reactors

Autoclave

0.1

Autoclave

Max
temperature,
°C

Max pressure,
bar

Reactor
material

4

215

200

Stainles steel

1

1

350

131

Stainles steel

Autoclave

4

1

450

224

Stainles steel

Autoclave

0.3

1

350

200

Stainles steel

Autoclave
Stirred Tank
reactor

25

1

150

Ambient

Stainles steel

150

Ambient

Glass

1
20

As well, Tecnalia has a microactivity, an automatic and computerized laboratory
reactor for reactions of catalytic microactivity with reactor bypass, preheater
evaporator, pressure control valve and other process layouts in hot box, which avoids
the possible condensation of volatile products, at the time that preheats the reactants
efficiently.
Separation technologies available in Tecnalia are:






Cross Flow Membrane Technologies (MF, UF, NF) (21 cm2 for lab and 1.7 m2
for pilot plant)
Forward osmosis and Difussion dialysis (up to 500 cm2)
Liquid-liquid extraction pilot plant
Adsoption jacketed columns for treating liquid streams for lab and PP (inter
diameter= 105mm and length=900mm)
Centrifuges
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Electrochemical plants (up to 100 cm2 for lab and electrodialysis, 0.2 m2 for
PP)
3.9.2 Biochemical conversion

For fermenations Tecnalia has four fermenters for microorganisms and cell growing:
two of 1 L, one of 2 L and another one of 42 L, the latter being an in-situ sterilizable
stainless steel fermenter.

3.9.3 Polymer processing
Different equipment suitable for the processing of thermoplastic (extrusion, injection
molding, thermomolding) and thermosetting (infusion and RTM molding) polymers
and composites are available, as listed below:
Compounding extruders:



Twin screw extruder (APV MP 19TC): L/D: 25/1, maximum thoughput of 12
kg/h of thermoplastic pellets.
Twin screw extruder (Coperion Werner & Pfleiderer ZSK 26 P 10,6): 10-60kg/h
of thermoplastic pellets. Nanofiller dosage: 1-5 kg/h.

Molding equipment:









Injection molding (ARBURG ALL ROUNDER 270C-300-100). Closing
pressure 300KN. 270x270mm. Injection Max. Volume: 49cm3. Mold temp. Up
to 150ºC.
Micro-injection (BATTENFELD MICRO SYSTEM 50). Servoelectric. 50KN
closing strength. Screw diameter: 14mm. Electrical mould temperature
controller
Injection-RTM. Max. Injection volume: 12kg. Sample máx. weight: 6kg Min.
200g. Pressure max. 3bar.
Thermomolding (GEORG GEISS DU U7). Pressure+vaccuum+punction.
Flexible membrane system. Capacity: 100X600X300mm.
Hot press (SERVITEC Polystat 200T). Water cooling, 300ºC. 400bar.
Press 100Tn (LOIRE SAFE) 600mm span. Speed:aproximation 100mm/s.
Working speed :0.5-15mm/s
Press 200Tn (LOIRE SAFE) 600mm span. Speed:aproximation 100mm/s.
Working speed :0.5-15mm/s. 33Tn return power. Mould heating and ejecting
cylinder in lower plate.
Infusion and RTM moulding. Infusion molding of thermosetting resins with
nanoaditives onto reinforcing mats.Pressurized containers, vacuum pumps,
Thermal control system.
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Other equipment:




Grinder (MATEU&SOLÉ 25/40 10M Standard). Co-rotating blades. Sieves: 207-5-2 mm.
Calender (EXACT 80E/95). 3 rollers. GAP range:5-130micron. External
heating fluid system. For nanofillers dispersion in high viscosity resins.
Pellet dehumidifier (PIOVAN DS503) 10L capacity.
3.9.4 Fiber technologies

For the production of nanofibers two different types of equipment should be highlited.
On one hand, TECNALIA has a supermasscolloider (MASUKO grinder MKZA10-20J)
for the production of cellulose nanofibers, up to 1kg/h.
On the other hand, an in-house designed electrospinning equipmente is available for
the production of nanofibers of different nature: polymeric, composite.

3.10 Wood K Plus
Wood k plus has different equipment for converting cellulose, hemicellulose or lignins
to valuable products. Furhermore different systems for processing of (bio) polymers
in pilotscale are available.
3.10.1 Chemical conversion
Standard reactors from 1l up to 5l are available.
3.10.2 Biochemical conversion
Parallel bioreactors in 2l scale (incl. gas analytics), self-cleaning and self-sterilising
bioreactor (2l scale) with high corrosion resistance (PEEK cover plate and PEEK
connections) as well as a fermenter in 30l scale are available.
3.10.3 Extrusion and polymer production
Extrusion equipment up to a scale of 70kg/h with four fold (up to 6 fold possible)
gravimetric dosing units is available. Extruders can be equipped with hot cut
granulating systems or with under water granulating systems. For profile extrusion
many different extrusion dies (plate, pipe, hollow chamber, hollow chamber coextrusion,…) are available.
An injection moulding machine for the processing of thermoplastics and thermosets is
available.
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3.10.4 Secondary processing specific analysis
For the characterization of intermediates, celluloses, hemicelluloses, lignins,
polymers and composite materials, standard as well as special equipment and
methods are available: Gas chromatography (GC-FID, GC-MS), high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC-DAD, HPAEC-PAD) including SEC for lignins, low field NMR
with flow cell, rheometer die for process rheology, universal testing machines
(tensile-, flexural-, impact properties), artificial weathering and oscillation rheometer.

3.11 LSIWC
3.11.1 Chemical conversion
Pilot scale 50 l reactor for polyols synthesis. Stainless steel chemical reactor with
stirrer and heating. PUR production in lab-scale (free rise foams or in closed mold) or
industrial conditions. T 250 ± 5 C. Mixing speed 50 - 1000 rpm. Vacuum range 0,1 0,9 bar. Cellulose reactor, custom, lab scale 2 L. T 200 ± 5 C. Vacuum range 0,1 - 6
bar.
3.11.2 Biochemical conversion
Home build 10 l bioreactor for enzymatic hydrolysis of carbohydrites to sugars and
fermentation to bioethanol.
3.11.3 Extrusion and polymer production
LSIWC has expertise and infrastructure for melt compounding of biobased materials.
LSIWC possesses Prism TSE16TC twin-screw extruder (Thermo electron
corporation) and Plastograph EC plus + 50 EHT internal mixer (Brabender
GmbH&Co. KG) for compounding of biobased polymer materials.
Twin-screw extruder has following features: 5 heating zones; melt temperature
control; max. operating temperature of 300 °C; maximum speed of 500 rpm; barrel
length of 400 mm; screw aspect ratio of L/D=400/16=25; drive power of 1,25 kW;
max. torque of 12 Nm; max. operating pressure of 100 bar.
Twin-screw extruder is equipped with vacuum pump, cooling bath and granulator for
compounding of ingredients and small-scale manufacturing of thermoplastic
composite materials.
Internal mixer is an economical table-top version of the universal torque rheometer
Plastograph® applied all over the world for application investigations in laboratories
and simulation. With its PC controlled measurements and technical capacities (3.8kW motor, a torque measuring range of 200 N·m, speed range from 0.2 to 150 min -1
and mixing zone of 55 cm3) it is suited for
1) determination of processing variables (mixing time, mixing temperature, torque),
2) development of formulations of composite materials (int.al. biobased materials),
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3) quality control in parallel to production,
4) optimization of the production process,
5) laboratory-scale production of samples for further investigations.

3.11.4 Biobased fibre reinforced polymers
LSIWC has expertise and infrastructure for melt compounding (please see above) of
biobased short fiber reinforced polymer materials and compression moulding of test
specimens for mechanical and other tests (as can be cut from compression molded
plates). LSIWC possesses compression moulding press LP-S-50/S.ASTM by LabTec
Engineering Co., Ltd. Compression moulding parameters: platens geometry 300-300
mm; platens parallelity 0.01 mm; maximal pressing presure 500 kN; maximal
pressing temperature 300 °C; controlled cooling 1-20 °C; preheating, pressing,
degassing and cooling can be fully automatized.
3.11.5 Fiber technologies
Lorentzen&Wettre, Fiber tester. Fiber size, shape, amount of subtlety
PFI MILL IDM Test Italy, fiber mill.
FRANK F16502 PTI Paper Testing Instruments, Germany. Micrometer fiber cast
thickness
Nanospaider (NS) LAB 200 enable efficient nanofiber material research and
development activities using the cutting edge Nanospider™ production
technology. Designed for water and solvent electrospinning. NS can be configured to
work with a wide variety of polymers and to produce a wide range of organic and
biodegradable nanofibers. Devices are supplied with interchangeable spinning
electrodes optimal for the respective polymers, including a small volume post
electrode for research work with novel expensive material. Two interchangeable
collecting electrodes accommodate the use of multiple substrates. Depending on the
polymer used fiber diameters from 80 nm up to 700 nm (+/- 30%) are possible.
Rapid Köthen, Austria. For use in the pulp and paper manufacturing. Semi-automatic
sheet former for the production of laboratory handsheets. Complete including a large
200mm diameter sheet mold, pressing and dryers. Additional dryers and white water
return options available. The 2 standard dryers can produce 24 handsheets per hour.
3.12 PPIMC
PPIMC has different laboratory equipments for secondary processing of cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin products along with small scale polymer production and
extrusion. PPIMC provide modern tools for physico-chemical characterization of
products ranging from low molecular weight organic molecules to natural or synthetic
polymers.
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3.12.1 Chemical conversion
Chemical conversion equipment at PPIMC are batch reactors opperating in different
ranges of temperature and pressures.
Stirred tanks with capacity between 1000-5000cm3 which opperate at 1-200bar
pressure and 25-300 oC temperatures.
Microwave Synthesizer (Discover / CEM Corporation) : 0-30 bar, 30-300oC, 25-80
cm3, 300W power.

3.12.2 Biochemical conversion
Autoclavable bench-top laboratory bioreactor used for fermentation and cell cultures.
The environmental conditions inside the bioreactor, such as temperature, nutrient
concentrations, pH, and dissolved gases (especially oxygen for aerobic
fermentations) are sensor based controled.
Small scale bioreactors of 500-1000cm3 capacity
Micro Incubator (Modello M91 / Fratelli Galii – Italy)

3.12.3 Extrusion and polymer production
Brabender Lab Station with mixer and extruder allows the obtainment of different
blends of natural polymers (cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin) with biothermoplastics / synthetic thermoplastics.





Extruder Brabender
Mixer (W50 / Brabender)
Laboratory press (3856CE / Carver)
Spin Coater (WS-400-6NPP / Laurell Technologies)
3.12.4 Other bio-based final products

PPIMC has almost all range of equipment necessary for synthesis, separation and
purification of organic and polymeric materials.
Stirred sealed reactor with capacity ranging from 25 to 1000cm 3
Microwave synthetizers (Discover / CEM Corporation): 0-30 bar, 30-300oC, 25-80
cm3, 300W power.
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3.12.5 Secondary processing specific analysis























Particle Charge Detector (PCD 03 / Mutek )
UV VIS Spectrophotometer (SPEKOL 1300 / Analytik Jena AG)
HPLC System (Prominence / Shimadzu)
Liquid Chromatograph (1200 Series / Agilent)
Dynamic Vapor Sorption Analyzer (IGAsorp / IGAsorp)
Rheometer (CVO / Bohlin)
Optical Contact Angle and Surface Tension Meter (CAM 101 / KSV
Instruments)
UV/VIS Scanning Spectrophotometers (6505 / Jenway)
Universal Mechanical Testing Machines (TIRAtest 2805 / Tira Gmbh)
Optical microscope (B600T / Optika Microscope Italy)
Tensile Tester (EZ-TEST / Shimadzu)
Automatic viscometer (AVS 350 / ViscoSystem)
FT-IR Spectrometer (VERTEX 70 / Bruker)
NMR 400 MHz (DRX / Bruker)
Differential Scanninc Calorimeter (PYRIS Diamond / Perkin Elmer)
Multi-Angle static Light Scattering detector (Wyatt Technology)
CHNS/O Elemental Analyzer (2400 Series II / PerkinElmer)
X-Ray diffractometer (AD8 ADVANCE / Bruker)
Scanning Probe Microscope (AFM) (Solver Pro-M / NTMDT, Russia)
Fluorescence Spectrometer (LS 55 / Perkin Elmer)
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) (BS 301 / Tesla)
SEM with EDAX Microanalysis (Quanta 200F / Carl Zeiss)
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3.13 BBEPP
Bio Base Europe Pilot Plant is an independent, state-of-the-art facility that operates
from a laboratory level to a multi-ton scale. BBEPP is a service provider for process
development, scale-up and custom manufacturing of biobased products and
processes. The main expertise is in fermentation scale-up and DSP scale-up. A wide
and flexible spectrum of modular unit operations enables to translate the biobased
lab protocol into a viable industrial process.
3.13.1 Chemical conversion
BBEPP has different glass lined, pressure proof (-1 to 9 bar) and corrosion resistant
reactors (coupled to a condenser and vacuum pump) in an ATEX environment inhouse. These multi-purpose vessels (5400, 1000, 500, 85 L volumes) can be used
for anaerobic fermentations, (bio)chemical conversion or synthesis reactions, and
batch extractions.
3.13.2 Biochemical conversion
BBEPP has gained much expertise on the scale-up of industrial fermentations. These
dedicated fermenters have various volumes of 4 x 7 L, 2 x 10 L, 2 x 50 L, 4 x150 L,
2x1500L, 1x4500L and 2x15000 L. In addition, a gasfermentor has been installed
with a volume of 10 L, which is typically used for the biochemical conversion of
syngas into fuels.

3.14 Summary of facilities
Partners reported several different tools and equipment which are used in secondary
processing. The list of different tools is extensive and shows that the consortium is
capable to work in many different areas.
From the reported facilities it can be concluded that the consortium is able to bring
different technologies and process routes from laboratory to full pilot scale. As it was
found out in Chapter 2, also the reported facilities are focused on the three first
categories which are 1. Chemical conversions, 2. Bioprocessing and Biotech, 3.
Biopolymer processing.
The ERIFORE consortium is especially strong in industrial biotechnology. The
reseach faciliets cover the whole development chain: synthetic biology and strain
development hign throughput robotics, extensive selection of laboratory scale
fermenters and advanced analytical tools, and top level facilities for scale-up and
piloting including units for preteatment and down stream processing.
In chemical conversions the consortium has also vey good selection of research
equipment from laboratory to pilot scale, such as high pressure lab reactors, tube
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reactors for catalytic conversions, flexible semi-batch reactors, polymerisation
reactors etc. The pilot scale chemical reactors connected to good down stream units
are available, although not as large scale as bioreactors.
Most of the consortium parners have good tools for plastic processing equipment e.g.
for biocomposite production research and scale-up.
A notable shortage of pilot scale facilities is seen in 4. Fiber technologies, such as
development of new biobased materials. VTT was the only one who reported to have
piloting facilities for production of new cellulose fibre based materials. However,
several partners have laboratory scale tools for nano- or mcrocellulose production as
well as spinning of cellulose based textile fibres. Specific research equipment for the
gatecory 5. Other bio-based final products were not much available in the
consortium, but many of the these producs may be produced with normal chemical or
biotechnical reactors. Only SP reported to have pilot scale tools specialised in
pharmaceutical development.
Table 6. Summary of ERIFORE partners Research infrastructure in the field of Forest based
Bioeconomy
OTHER BIOCHEMICAL
COUNTRY

BIOPROCESSING BIOPOLYMER

FIBER

BASED FINAL
PRODUCTS

CONVERSIONS

AND BIOTECH

PROCESSING

TECHNOLOGIES

VTT

Finland

L,s,P

L,s,P

L,s,P

L,s,P

Aalto

Finland

L

L,s

L,s

L

FhG

Germany

L,s,P

L,s,P

L,s,P

L,s,P

L,s,P

-

SP Processum Sweden
KTH

Sweden

SINTEF

Norway

L,s,P

FCBA

France

L,s,P

INRA

France

Tecnalia

Spain

Wook K Plus

L,s
P

P

L

L

L,s

L,s

L

L,s,P

L,s

L,s

L,s

L,s,P

Austria

L,s

L,s

L,s,P

LWSIC

Latvia

L,s,P

-

L

L

L

PPIMC

Romania

L

L

L

-

L

BBEPP

Belgium

L,s,P

L,s,P

L=laboratory
s=semi pilot
P=pilot
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4 Secondary processing specific Co-operation networks
Partners were asked to report the main co-operation networks in which they are
participating.
4.1

VTT

In collaboration with other Finnish research provides VTT has close links to Aalto
University in the form of joint Bioeconomy infrastructure
(http://www.bioeconomyinfra.fi/) aimed for co-operation in the development and
utilisation of research infrastructure for bioeconomy technologies. The Bioeconomy
infrastructure is nominated on Finland’s National roadmap for Research
Infrastructures 2014–2020 (FIRI). In addition VTT has close cooperation with
Technical universities in Tampere and Lappeenranta, and universities in Jyväskylä
and Helsinki.
At European level, VTT has been active in establishing collaboration with the main
research providers through numerous research projects in the Horizon 2020, as well
as through various initiatives for research infrastructure co-operations, such as
ERIFORE, AERTOs Community (http://www.aertos.eu/en/Sidor/default.aspx) and
MIRRI (www.mirri.org)
VTT has industrial cooperation in form of jointly funded public research projects in the
field of secondary processing with all major pulp and paper and chemical companies
located in Finland (Metsä Group, Stora Enso and UPM Kymmene, Kemira, Neste).
This is done bilaterally but also through CLICK Innovation Ltd which is an open
innovation cluster owned by main Finnish process industries. The public part of the
funding is in most cases received from Takes (the Finnish Funding Agency for
Innovation) or EU (Horizon 2020). In addition, there are several contract research
activities with the Finnish industry as well as with international partners.
Foam forming as new technology for novel types of fibre web products has build a
large interntional consortion to promote commercialisation. The network consist 20
industrial partners from Finland, North America, Europe and Aalto University.
4.2

Aalto

In most cases research projects are funded by Academy of Finland or Tekes (the
Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation). Partners for industrial collaboration cover
major pulp and paper companies, other companies upgrading biomass, enzyme
companies, and chemical companies as well as companies with catalyst expertise:
Neste, UPM-Kymmene, Metsä Group, Stora Enso, Lenzing, Valio, St1, ROAL, AB
Enzymes, DuPont, MetGen, Kemira, Polttimo Group, etc. The joint Bioeconomy
infrastructure manifests the close relationship between Aalto University and VTT.
One unique form of collaboration is CHEMARTS. CHEMARTS is a long-term
strategic collaboration between two Aalto University schools, The School of Chemical
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Technology (CHEM) and The School of Arts, Design and Architecture (ARTS). The
schools merged their forces with the aim to invent new ways to harness wood and
cellulose. The idea is to research the performance and design of advanced cellulosic
materials for innovative uses. The main objective is to inspire students and
researchers to explore biomaterials together and to create new concepts for the
future use of cellulose and other biomaterials.
One example of such new concepts is the co-operation between AALTO University,
Helsinki University and the famous Finnish textile and fashion compamy Marimekko®
to manufacture a dress of Ioncell-fibers. The dress was presented on the occasion of
Marimekko®’s fashion show in Helsinki Central Railway Station’s ticket hall on March
13, 2014.
4.3

Fraunhofer

Fraunhofer ICT participates actively in the following networks related to ERIFORE
topics from polymer engineering perspective:



ECP4, The European Composites, Plastics and Polymer Processing Platform,
http://www.ecp4.eu/
AMANAC EU-Cluster, Advanced Material and Nanotechnology Cluster,
http://amanac.eu/

Industrial partners with close cooperation in this field from polymer engineering
perspective
 Tecnaro (biocomposite compounder)
 JRS (natural fibre products, mostly cellulose)
 Baerlocher, additive manufacturer
 Selesian Polymers
 Lenzing, man made natural fibers
 Dutch polymer institute DPI
 Montragon, Spanish cooperative of 100 industrial companies
 Arcelik (household manufacturer)
 Indesit, white goods
Cluster networks with close collaboration from polymer engineering perspective




PCS, polymer cluster Slovenia
Plastipolis, polymer cluster in France
Flanders’ PlasticVision, cluster for Flanders polymer and rubber converting
industry

Fraunhofer CBP actively participates in the following networks:


BioEconomy Cluster, which integrates research and industrial activities
relevant to the bioeconomy in central Germany. The cluster’s core objective is
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the sustainable value creation from non-food biomass such as wood as input
for the production of materials, chemical products and energy.

4.4



The Science Campus Halle (WCH), which pursues the systematic and
sustained development of a multi-disciplinary center for plant-based
bioeconomy. The WCH thus provides an important base for future applications
such as those implemented industrially in the neighboring regional leadingedge BioEconomy cluster, as well as interdisciplinary-trained professionals for
industry.



COMET program (Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies), where
FhG CBP contributes its expertise in lignocellulose fractionation and the
development of biotechnological and chemical processes.



COST Action FP1306 - Valorisation of lignocellulosic biomass side streams for
sustainable production of chemicals, materials & fuels using low environmental
impact technologies (http://www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/fps/FP1306)



ZIM Cooperation Network Biorefineries (BioRaf) - Within the BioRaf
cooperation network, concepts and business opportunities for biorefineries as
well as innovative products and processes are especially developed for small
and medium-sized enterprises. In addition, synergeticy effects should be
established in order to tap into the full potential in the field of biorefinery.
Fraunhofer CBP is an associate member of the BioRaf network (www.biorafnetzwerk.de)



The key industrial partners in the area of chemical conversion are Sigmar
Mothes Hochdrucktechnik GmbH and CRI Catalyst. A key partner in the field
of biochemical conversion is Global Bioenergies GmbH.

SP

As the main polytechnical institute in Sweden, SP collaborates with all the main
national industries and research organisations, especially within the RISE group,
which besides SP includes the institutes Swedish ICT, Swerea and Innventia.
Innventia works with innovations based on forest raw materials with strong
competence in pulp, paper and packaging. Swerea focuses on materials
development with strong competence in, for example, textile materials and
composites. Swedish ICT is active within Information and Communication
Technology – ICT.
SP coordinates, together with Swerea IVF, the Institute Excellense Centre EcoBuild,
for eco-efficient and durable wood-based materials and products for building,
furniture, automotive and textile applications. Design, production and evaluation of
biocomposite materials is an important field. Waste Refinery is another network
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coordinated by SP. The focus area of Waste Refinery is optimum conversion of
waste material into high-quality products.
SP cooperates with the research environment Bio4Energy, which aims to create
highly efficient and environmentally-sound biorefinery processes—including methods
and tools for making products such as biofuels, "green" chemicals and new biobased materials—which draw on biomass sourced from forests or organic waste as a
raw material. Other relevant research centres include BiMaC Innovation, an
Excellence Centre within biomaterials hosted by Royal Insititute of Technology and
includes industrial partners.
A leading cluster and innovation environment for forest-based biorefinery
development is the Biorefinery of the future, which is coordinated by the SP
subsidiary SP Processum. The Biorefinery of the Future involves companies, for
example within production of ethanol and ethanol-based chemicals (SEKAB),
cellulose derivatives (Akzo Nobel) and within pulp and paper RnD (MoRe). The
biorefinery of the Future also cooperates with clusters in the adjacent regions:
Biobusiness Arena, in the Sundsvall region and Bothnia BioIndustries to the north,
centered in Piteå. Together they form a larger cluster area with a unique set of
industries, research organisations and pilot- and demo infrastructure within the field
of forest-based biorefining. Cooperation is also established with the West Sweden
Chemicals and Materials Cluster.
SP is a member of several international organisations and networks. Notable
examples are A.SPIRE association representing the private sector SPIRE PPP and
the Bio-based Industries Consortium (BIC), which is the private partner in the BBI
PPP.
Recent collaboration projects include EU projects Mobile Flip which aims at
developing and demonstrating mobile processes for the treatment of underexploited
agro- and forest based biomass resources into products and intermediates, Trash-2Cash will turn textile and paper fibres into new materials for luxury products through
an international collaboration of design, strategy and technology research. National
project examples are Furu2furan (wood to furans), Introducing High Value Product
Formation into the Biorefinery (biochemical process development),
SunCat/GreenGasoline (lignin to fuels), Optifuran (wood to jet fuel)
4.5

KTH

KTH operates the Wallenberg Wood Science Center together with Chalmers
University in Gothenburg. This is today a network that couples most of the major
universitties in Sweden as well as Aalto University in Finland. Within WWSC
significant research efforts related to secondary processing is performed.
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INRA

INRA-CEPIA is a major component of 3BCar national laboratory network that provide
science and technology services to industry in the field of renewable carbon
http://www.3bcar.fr/en/.
4.7

Tecnalia

TECNALIA is a very active member of various clusters, associations and platforms
related to the topics covered by ERIFORE project, including:

4.8



INNOVAWOOD: an umbrella organisation that integrates four European
networks in the Forest, Wood-based and Furniture industries into a more
effective mechanism to support innovation in these sectors



BIOPLAT: Spanish Biomass Technology Platform: framework within which all
sectors involved in the development of biomass work together way to ensure
that the commercial settlement of biomass in Spain enjoys a continuos growth
in a competitive and sustainable way.



SUSCHEM-ES and SUSCHEM which addresses challenges specific to the
European chemical and industrial biotechnology industry for the benefit of
society as a whole. SUSCHEM-ES is the Spanish mirror of SUSCHEM.



AERTOS: composed of a group of RTOs representing 45 000 professionals.
This community is working in an initiative focused on Biobased Economy
(2014 - 2016)



ECNP: is a non-profit, limited liability, Consortium Company formed by the
"Nanostructured and Functional Polymer-Based Materials and
Nanocomposites (Nanofun-Poly)" European Network of Excellence (European
Commission, Directorate General Research, 6th Framework Programme).



Cluster HABIC: Spanish association that comprises the main companies within
the habitat, wood, office, and hospitality Cluster sectors
Wood K Plus

The great part of the research is public research in cooperation with companies
under the COMET(Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies) programme of
the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (FFG). The objective of COMET is the
initiation of high-quality research defined jointly by science and industry with a
medium-term to long-term perspective. Wood K plus has defined a long term reseach
programme (2015-2018) and counts 26 partner companies and 13 scientific partners.
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LSIWC

Knowledge of the development tendencies and innovations in forest field products
favours the cooperation with Latvian woodworking enterprises, especially in the
framework of the EU supported Forest Area Competence Centre.
The LSIWC cooperates with students from University of Latvia, Latvian University of
Agriculture and Riga Technical University and provides an opportunity to develop
their bachelor's, master's and doctoral works.
Global Footprint Network
Programme’s data bases.

(www.footprintnetwork.org/public)

Latvia

National

Latvian State Forest Research Institute “Silava” – the main institution for forest
inventory in Latvia. Contacts with industry – plywood company “Latvijas Finieris”
(turnover more than 220 M EUR/year).
4.10 PPIMC
Some national research networks between univeristies(“Gheorghe Asachi”
University-Iasi, “Transilvania” University-Brasov, “Stefan cel Mare” UniversitySuceava, “Ion Ionescu dela Brad” University-Iasi ), research institutes (ICCF
Bucuresti) and SMEs (Bioing SA Bucuresti, Ceprohart SA Braila) have partipated to
different national and international competitions to obtain funds for topics:forest
sustainable development, biomass processing, bacterial cellulose, composite
materials. PPIMC has been partner in some EU project (Polyssacharides-Network of
Excellence, AFORE) along with VTT, Wood K Plus, FhG.

4.11 BBEPP
BBEPP has participated in various European and (inter)regionally funded projects,
where its role was on scale-up of fermentations. Prominent examples are NANO3BIO
(www.nano3bio.eu), IB2MARKET (http://www.bbeu.org/pilotplant/ib2market/),
Marisurf (www.marisurf.eu), and 2GBIOPIC (www.2gbiopic.eu/).

4.12 Summary of co-operation networks
Strong networks seem to located closely to each other and they are mainly local or
national. The partnes have also a good cooperation network with industry, although
in many cases with domestic companies.
Pan-European networks, which partner reported were: SPIRE PPP, Bio-based
Industries Consortium (BIC), AMANAC, SUSCHEM and MIRRI. Lot of research
networking is naturally done through Horizon2020 research projects. Bio-based
Industries Consortium (BIC) is one of the most relevant network for ERIFORE project
members, and it could play a important role in enhancing co-operation in the field.
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All cooperation networks or project most likely have some positive effect on
collaboration of research facilities. However a clearer picture of the cooperation
networks and their characteristics should be gathered in order to draw a conclusion
how they benefit coordinated research infrastructure development. It seems that
there is not secondary processing specific network which would cover all categories.
Individual networks were listed in specific fields, e.g. biopolymer processing.

5 Funding sources
5.1

VTT

Main part of infrastructure investment in the Finnish innovation system is supported
by public financers (e.g. Tekes) through accepting depreciations for research
equipment investments as direct research costs. There are very few other funding
instruments for investments to research equipment of facilities. However, the
academy of Finland has a funding instrument for research equipment called FIRI,
where the research infrastructure having the national FIRI-status (as Aalto and VTT)
have certain priority. In the past years European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) has largely financed research infrastructures at Finnish regions outside the
capital area, but that funding source is not currently so useful in investment funding.
In these circumstances VTT has received special grants directly from the national
government budget for large infrastructure investments, such as Bioruukki Pilot
Centre.
Planning and arranging the VTT’s cooperation actions for research infrasrtuctures are
mainly financed by EU-level theough Coordination and Support Acations (CSA) of
Horizon 2020 or Interreg Europe instruments. For domestic co-operatio, there is not
really funding sources, but VTT has to fund those from own budget.

5.2

Aalto

Main part of infrastructure investment in the Finnish innovation system is supported
by public financers (e.g. Tekes) through accepting depreciations for research
equipment investments as direct research costs. There are very few other funding
instruments for investments to research equipment of facilities. However, the
Academy of Finland has a funding instrument for research equipment called FIRI,
where the research infrastructure having the national FIRI-status (as Aalto and VTT)
have certain priority.
5.3

Fraunhofer

Institutions in Germany can receive funding from a multitude of different sources on
different levels, such as federal state funding, state funding and EU funding which
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leads to a very complex financing situation. The terms of EU funding is expected to
be well-known in this context.
The main state funding ministries of concern to this project are:




The Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
The Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL)
The Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi)

Calls funded by the given ministries are evaluated and overseen by different project
executing organisations (e.g. FNR, PTJ, PTKA). The different ministries of the federal
states will not be listed for reasons of lucidity. The project executing organisations
orient their calls for proposals on politically set directions, such as the “high-tech
strategy for Germany”, the “national research strategy bioeconomy 2020” and the
“energy transition” to name a few.
The most noteable national coordination action is within the “Leading –Edge Cluster
Bioeconomy Central Germany” with over 75 involved companies, research facilities
or institutions working together to merge new sectors in between the wood sector, the
chemistry sector, the energy sector and the material & application sector.
Furthermore there is the Cluster Bioeconomy Baden-Württembergfunded by the
Ministry of Science, Research and Culture Baden Württemberg, the Competence
Center for renewable Resouces Straubing funded by the Bavarian State Ministries
and private sector as well as several biomass gasification collaborations at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology KIT with the pilot plant Bioliq.
The most notable infrastructure investments are within the “Leading –Edge Cluster
Bioeconomy Cetral Germany” with a biorefinery demo plant in Leuna and a Cluster
volume of 20 Mio. € and prior to that the gasification plant Bioliq at KIT in Karlsruhe.
Key infrastructure investments were the building of Fraunhofer CBP (German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research, German Federal Ministry of Food and
Agriculture, Ministry of Science and Economy Saxony-Anhalt). Additional investions
were made by the State Saxony-Anhalt and by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur
Förderung der angewandten Forschung e. V.

5.4

SP

The total R&D expenditure in Sweden was 124.6 billion SEK in 2013, or 3.3% of
GDP. Private sector R&D accounted for the largest share (69%) followed by the
university sector (27%). Private sector R&D is dominated by manufacturing
companies within a few sectors of the economy. The largest R&D expenditure was
within vehicle industry, electronics and pharmaceuticals. “Central government is the
largest financier of public research through direct state contributions to higher
education institutions and via research councils and other research-funding agencies.
There are four major research-funding agencies. The largest is the Swedish
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Research Council, which supports basic research. The Swedish Research Council
for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning (Formas) supports basic
and needs-driven research in the fields of environment, land-based industries and
spatial planning. Swedish Research Council for Health, Working Life and Welfare
(Forte) supports and initiates basic and needs-driven social and helth science
research. The Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA)
suports needs-driven research in the fields of technology, transport, communications
and working life. In addition to the agencies mentioned above, several other agencies
finance research funding in various areas for example the Swedish Energy Agency. A
number of public foundations fund research, for example the Swedish Foundation for
Strategic Research (SSF), the Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research
(MISTRA) and the Knowledge Foundation (KK). The Knut and Alice Wallenberg
Foundation is an important private foundation1
The total R&D turnover of the SP Group was approximately 1600 MSEK in 2015 2.
Out of this, basic funding from the state was 245 MSEK, other public funding was 406
MSEK and income from private companies was 950 MSEK, whereof 420 MSEK from
SMEs. The largest Swedish R&D funding sources for the SP group were the Swedish
Innovation Agency, the Swedish Energy Agency and the Swedish Research Council
Formas. The turnover in EU funded projects was approximately 11.5 M€. The general
picture of main funding sources for the SP group applies also to the SP activities
within the bioeconomy area.
Infrastructure investments are typically funded by various public funding sources.
Investment size and funding source for key infrastructure investments are given in
the table below.
Key investments
Infrastructure

Investment size

Main funding sources

Biorefinery Demo Plant

20 M€

Swedish energy agency and
others.

SP Processum biorefinery pilot
park

~1.5 M€

European Regional
Development Fund, Swedish
Innovation Agency,
Västernorrland county
administration, Örnsköldsvik
municipality, Umeå municipality
and the Kempe foundations.

Support and coordination actions may be funded by public agencies in the form of
various knowledge and competence centres, large innovation programs and regional
1
2

http://www.government.se/government-policy/education-and-research/research-funding-in-sweden/
Rapport över FoI inom SP-koncernen 2015. SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden.
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innovation development initiatives. The Swedish innovation agency, VINNOVA, is an
important distribution channel of the public funding. In certain regions of Sweden, EU
structural funds are commonly used to fund coordination and support actions. H2020
CSA projects are also a source of funding for this type of activities. SP has been, and
is, part of several CSA projects.
5.5

KTH
KTH is involved in several research efforts related to the technology Secondary
processing area. The primary cooperation is within the Wallenberg Wood
Science Centre (WWSC), which is a 10-year 50 MEUR research effort. Within
the centre, which is led by KTH, most major Swedish universities are
participating. Within WWSC there are research activities in secondary
conversion technologies.

5.6

SINTEF

For SINTEF, infrastructure investments are mainly made by own funding. Some
support is available via The Research Council of Norway, grants (competition) for
"Large Research Infrastructures"

5.7

FCBA

Most of the facilities used for the activities described in this deliverable were adapted
from its initial goal (pulp and paper activities) and were financed by internal funds.
FCBA has actively participated in COSTS actions dealing with the characterisation of
wood components for biorefinery applications (E41 and FP0901).

5.8

INRA

INRA Infrastructure investment comes exclusively from public funding sources
including national funding from PIA (Programme of Investments for the Future) and
National Research Agency (ANR) (ex: PIA funding for XYLOMIC infrastructure),
regional funding from Regional authorities (ex: Aquitaine Regional Council for
XYLOSYLVE platform) and European funding through the ERDF for funding of
physical capacities (new laboratories and scientific equipment).
5.9

Tecnalia

Main infrastructure for secondary processing has been bought by TECNALIA since
year 2000 through own funds as well as local and national public competitive funding
programmes. Nowadays, TECNALIA is basically funding the equipment with own
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funds. There is just one call for scientific singular equipment and is promoted by the
local goverment (Basque Goverment) which finances up to 70% of the equipment.
Most of the Spanish public funding for research and innovation programmes accept
the cost of new technological equipment that can be partially financed by a partial
depreciation of the equipment.
At the moment TECNALIA does not participate in other projects of support and
coordination actions related specifically to infraestructure actions. Generally
speaking, the main coordination actions in this issue have been always at the
European, national (Spanish Government) and local (Basque Goverment) level and
have been covered by own funds.
5.10 Wood K Plus
The great part of the research is public research in cooperation with companies
under the COMET(Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies) programme of
the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (FFG). The objective of COMET is the
initiation of high-quality research defined jointly by science and industry with a
medium-term to long-term perspective. Wood K plus has defined a long term reseach
programme (2015-2018) and counts 26 partner companies and 13 scientific partners.

5.11 LSIWC



ERDF – European Regional Development Fund
2011-2015 Forest and Water Resources Research Centre of National
Importance in Science Infrastructure



2015 Development of Excellence of Latvian State Institute of Wood Chemistry



Scientific institution Base funding for 2016



Forestry Competence Centre (cooperation of science with industry. Financial
support from industry)



COST Action FP 1105. Understanding wood cell wall structure, biopolymer
interaction and composition: implications for current products and new material
innovation On 4th-8th April 2016, Riga, the LSIWC will organise the training
school “The physical principles underpinning self-organization in plants”

5.12 PPIMC
In PPIMC, last research facilities and equipment, and characterisation/analytical tools
purchased for secondary processing of biomass and its components cover laboratory
activities. In this moments there are four national projects (financed by National Plan
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for Research, Development and Innovation PNII) dedicated to forest biomass
processing and valorization [national projects: Development of non- conventional
materials for sustainable conservation of heritage paper; New resin matrix
composites based on vegetable oils and reinforced with bast fibers; Impact of heavy
metals accumulation on the forest ecosystems: non - conventional technologies for
remediation of contaminated forests; Advanced research related to the behavior of
multicomponent polymer systems under simulated environmental factors action].
Also, the “Development of technologies for using biomass components as raw
materials for packaging materials” (financed by EEA Financial Mechanism) and
“SupraChem Lab” projects (financed by EU - Horizon 2020) offer financial resources
to improve the institute capability for the topic of WP3.
Also, a new project “Partneships for transfer knowledge from polymeric materials
science in biomedical engineering” dedicated to technologic trasfer of laboratory
technologies to pilot-scale has received founding (2 900 000 Eur) from European
Regional Development Fund. It will be running during 2016-2019.
5.13 BBEPP
Infrastructure investment in the Belgian/Flemish innovation system is supported by
either the Hercules Foundation or through the ERDF (European Regional
Development Fund). The Hercules Foundation is a structural funding instrument for
investments in research infrastructure for fundamental and strategic research in all
scientific disciplines. On the other hand, the ERDF funding is twofold: ERDF in
Flanders and ERDF in Flanders and Europe (INTERREG). For instance, BBEPP was
founded through the INTERREG Flanders-The Netherlands Program. Additional
funding for investments was acquired through INTERREG NWE (North-West Europe)
and regional ERDF funding.
Other federal and Flemish financing possibilities (by accepting depreciations for
research equipment investments as direct research costs) include IWT and FWO.
The IWT (Agency for Innovation by Science and Technology) funds R&D projects for
SMEs, ROs, and large businesses. FWO (The Research Foundation – Flanders) is
an agency that supports ground-breaking fundamental research at the universities of
the Flemish Community.

5.14 Summary of funding sources
All partner are funded by local/regional, national and European funds, and often large
research infrastructures are funded from many of the sources. The funding sources
are quite scattered which makes somewhat difficult to draw clear conclusions.
However, it seems that the main part of the funding for research infrastructure comes
from national or regional government sources. Also ERDF funding has notable
importance, but less than national funding. Some Erifore partners have possibility to
own investment funding.
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All large piloting units are heavily funded by national or local governments. Therefore,
there is a clear risk for multiplication of investments in Europe which can be
prevented by coordination.
Clearer picture of funding should be obtained, and the risk of multiplication of RI
investments in Europe should be studied and quantified properly.

6 Conclusions
Partners reported to have very extensive knowledge and tool basis. Expertise and
capabilities in the consortium is currently heavily focused on producing intermediate
products via chemical or biochemical processes. Most partners are capable to
execute wide range of research in laboratory scale.
The ERIFORE consortium is especially strong in industrial biotechnology. The
reseach faciliets cover the whole development chain: synthetic biology and strain
development, extensive selection of laboratory scale fermenters and advanced
analytical tools, and top level facilities for scale-up and piloting. In chemical
conversions the consortium has also vey good selection of research equipment from
laboratory to pilot scale. Most of the consortium parners have good tools for plastic
processing equipment e.g. for biocomposite production research and scale-up.
A notable shortage is in pilot scale facilities for fiber based material technologies and
bio-based high value spaciel products. VTT was the only one who reported to have
piloting facilities for production of new cellulose fibre based materials, and only SP
has special pilots for farmaceuticals. However, several partners have laboratory scale
tools for nano- or mcrocellulose production as well as spinning of cellulose based
textile fibres.
All partners have very good domestic co-operation networks between research
organisations, and in most partners have good links to domestic industry. European
research networks are in most cases at good level. However, we should further
strengthen the cooperation, cross-utilisation and awareness of research
infrastructures, and some partners would like to strengthen cooperation with industry.
Most partners have the major part of infrastructure development and investments
funding from national or regional public sources in combination to own investment
funding. Most of the partners have utilised the ERDF (European Regional
Development Fund) funding. In addition, some partners have utilised additional
investment sources, such as industry or foundations.
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